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Abstract 

ln view of the operation of fusion reactors the release of tritium may playadominant role 

during normal operation as weil as after accidents. Because of its physical and chemical 

properties which differ significantly from those of other radionuclides, the model UFOTRI 

for assessing the radiological consequences of accidental tritium releases has been 

developed. lt describes the behaviour of tritium in the biosphere and calculates the 

radiological impact on individuals and the population due to the direct exposure and by 

the ingestion pathways. Processes like the conversion of tritium gas into HTO in the soil, 

re-emission after deposition and the conversion of HTO into organically bound tritium are 

considered. A Gaussian trajectory model was slightly modified for describing dynam

ically, du ring a time period of some days, all the relevant transfer pathways of the tritium 

between the compartments of the biosphere like atmosphere, soil, plant and grazing 

animal. lt is coupled to a first order compartment mqdel which calculates the Iongerterm 

pathways of tritium in the foodchains. The importance of th\3 re-emission process is 

clearly demonstrated with example calculations of UFOTRI. First results of ITER bench

mark calculations and comparative calculations with an HT release experiment in Canada 

1987 are also presented. 
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UFOTRI: Ein Programm zur Abschätzung der radiologischen Folgen nach einer unfall

bedingten Freisetzung von Tritium 

Zusammenfassung 

Im Hinblick auf den Betrieb von Fusionsreaktoren spielt die Freisetzung des Radionukli

des Tritium sowohl während des Normalbetriebes als auch im Anschluß an einen Unfall 

eine bedeutende Rolle. Wegen seiner physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften, die 

deutlich von denen anderer Radionuklide abweichen, wurde das Computermodell UFO

TRI erstellt, das nach einer unfallbedingten Freisetzung das Verhalten von Tritium in der 

Biosphäre beschreibt und die Belastung des Menschen über direkte Exposition und den 

Nahrungsmittelpfad berechnen kann. Hierbei müssen Prozesse wie die Umwandlung von 

HT in HTO im Boden, die Reemission des HTO nach der Ablagerung und die Umwandlung 

von HTO in organisch gebundenes Tritium mit berücksichtigt werden. Ein Gaußartiges 

Ausbreitungsmodell wurde derart ertüchtigt, daß alle relevanten Transferpfade zwischen 

den einzelnen Teilbereichen der Biosphäre wie Atmosphäre, Boden, Pflanzen und Wei

detiere, innerhalb der ersten Tage dynamisch beschrieben werden können. Es wurde 

angekoppelt an ein Kompartimentmodell erster Ordnung, das den weiteren Weg des Tri

tiums über den Ingestionspfad beschreibt. Die Bedeutung des Reemissionsprozesses 

wurde an Hand von beispielhaften Modellrechnungen mit UFOTRI aufgezeigt. Erste Er

gebnisse der ITER Benchmark Studie sowie die Nachrechnung eines großen Tritium 

Freisetzungsexperiments in Canada werden vorgestellt. 
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1. lntrodudion 

The consequences of a postulated release of tritium ( 3H) is estimated commonly in two 

separated steps. At first, Gaussian (trajectory) models describe all atmospheric transport 

processes which Iead to activation concentration in air and ground surface and which 

result in direct exposure pathways, like Inhalation and skin absorption. On the other hand 

and divided from the dispersion process, compartment models describe the pathway of 

tritium in the food chains, resulting in doses due to the nutriment uptake. 

lt was the main aim of this work to develop a realistic model of the behaviour of tritium 

released during a nuclear accident, by coupling an atmospheric dispersion module which 

describes the atmospheric transport and deposition processes (dispersion, deposition 

and re-emission) under consideration of all relevant transfer processes in the environ

ment (soil, plant and animal) for approximately 100 hours after the release event (when 

the atmospheric transport plays the dominant role), with a first order compartment mod

ule/50/, which allows a dynamic description of the further behaviour of the two different 

chemical forms of tritium in the food chains. 

Releases of tritium, however, require a special type of modelling of atmospheric disper

sion, owing to the fact that tritium releases are chemically identical with hydrogen 

releases and therefore interact dlrectly with water and organic substances. This requires 

especially an appropriate description of the re-emission processes after deposition of 

tritium. The result of the investigations is the computer program UFOTRI ()dnfallfolgen

modell für Tritiumfreisetzungen), which will be used as a submodule of the program 

system UFOMOD /18/. ln its original form, the model is used as a stand alone version 

Independent of the above program package. Computing times are in the range of several 

minutes for a one-hour release followed by a 100-hour re-emission period. This enables 

to study individual model parameters more closely. Short computing times are an 

essential condition for the model in order to be applicable in probabilistic accident con

sequence assessments. 

The most efficient way of developing a tritium dispersion module is to start from existing 

dispersion models. The present version of UFOTRI is based on the Gaussian trajectory 

model MUSEMET /55/ which is in use within the program system UFOMOD. MUSEMET 

was slightly modified for describing the behaviour of tritium in the environment in both 

chemical forms i.e. gaseous tritium (HT, T 2) and tritiated water vapour (HTO). The 

i mportance of the re-emission process necessitates dual modelling of the atmospheric 

dispersion. Primarily, MUSEMET calculates the dispersion after a single release event 

and the subsequent deposition on soil and plants. Source terms of more than one hour 

are divided into one-hour intervals and calculated individually. ln a second step, the 

re-emission of tritium from soil (evaporation) and plants (transpiration) is taken into 

accou nt by an area source model which was specially developed and combined with the 

original model. 
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ln addition, the conversion of tritium gas into tritiated water (HT into HTO), the transport 

of tritium into deeper soil layers, the uptake of tritium by the plant root system, and the 

conversion of HTO into organically bound tritium (OBT), all of which may modify the total 

balance of the available HT or HTO inventory, are taken into account in the atmospheric 

dispersion module (Fig.1). Additional to the processes noted above the atmospheric 

module considers the production of milk, milk products and beef. 

Some days after the release, when all the transport processes from grid point to grid 

point do no Ionger significantly change the concentration distribution in the environment, 

the extensive dispersion module will be stopped and the calculated actual and integral 

concentrations of all compartments are now the input of the Ingestion module. Handling 

the Ingestion pathway, a first order compartment model, which describes the transport 

processes between compartments in the form of exchange rates, is used. The compart

ments are autonomaus parts of the overall system; they may exchange substances with 

other compartments, take up substances from outside, or give off substances to outside. 

The single compartments are shown in Fig.10 in chapter 3.1. The changes in relation to 

the dispersion module can be summarized in two statements. 

• The transport between two different grid points is suppressed 

• The transfer rates are not re-calculated each hour in dependence of the environ

mental conditions but they are now means, representing the vegetation period. 

Apart from this, the transfer pathes and transfer rates considered in both submodels are 

identical. 

Output of UFOTRI are doses due to Inhalation and skin absorption as weil as the dose 

due to the ingestion pathway in a variable polar coodinate system. Default values are an 

azimutal resolution of 5 degrees and a radial resolution of 20 radii. 

Applications of UFOTRIshow the importance of the re-emission process (chap. 5.1) and, 

evaluated from benchmark calculations, that the dose contribution resulting from the 

ingestion pathway is as much as high or higher than the dose from inhalation and skin 

absorption (chap. 5.2). ln this chapter comparative calculations with an experiment in 

Canada 1987 will be presented too. 

Because some modelling approaches (e.g. in the plant and soil modules) are rather 

simple, further investigations seems to be usefull to minimize the uncertanties due to 

modelling assumptions. 
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2. Model Description 

2.1 Primary Dispersion Model MUSEMET 

MUSEMET models atmospheric dispersion assuming time-variable but spatially homo

geneous wind, precipitation, and turbu lence fields. The program calcu lates the trajecto

ries of the radioactive plume on the basis of hourly records of wind velocities and wind 

directions of a meteorological measuring station for concrete weather sequences. On the 

straight hourly segments of the trajectory, the concentration distribution is described by 

the two-dimensional Gaussian model ( segmented plume model ). The corresponding 

sigma parameters are adapted on an hourly basis in accordance with the classification 

of weather events into dispersion categories A-F from the synoptic records according to 

Pasqu iii/Gifford. 

The horizontal and vertical dispersion parameters ay and az are power functions of the 

distance from the source /30/. The coefficients are classified due to atmospheric stability, 

surface roughness, and release height. Two different parameter sets are used: the 

experimental values determined by S.C.K./C.E.N., Moi/Belgium /10/ for smooth terrain 

(roughness stage 2) with a roughness length between 0.1 m and 1m, and the height 

dependent Karlsruhe-Jülich parameters /59/for rough terrain (roughness stage 3, rough

nesses ( > 1m). 

The height of the mixing layer in which dispersion takes place varies with the atmos

pheric stability. Once it has reached a certain height during the dispersion process, it 

cannot be reduced in the model. The upper Iimit of the mixing layer with height h cannot 

be permeated by the plume, therefore azis limited to 0.8 h . 

Dry deposition of radioactivity from the plume is described by the source depletion 

model /30/. The parameters of dry deposition were determined in experiments with tri

tium gas and tritium water vapour /15/, /24/, /37/ and /56/. 

The process of tritium deposition on vegetation is modelled separately /2/; no distinction 

is made between dry and wet depositions. The process is described by a "resistance 

model". lts parameters are calculated on an hourly basis as a function of wind velocity, 

stability, roughness, precipitation and temperature. The calculations will be presented in 

detail in the report section describing the secondary model. 

The process of wet deposition of tritium is in the model considered as washaut from the 

whole plume. The washaut coefficients normally depend on the intensity of precipitation. 

They are very small for HT, i.e. wet deposition is negligible. Experimentally determined 

washaut coefficients of HTO are available only for a small number of precipitation inten

sities /56/, /6/. The results of Chamberlain's theoretical investigations /12/, however, 

were in the same order of magnitude as the small number of measured values available. 
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The coefficients were found to be hardly influenced by the intensity of precipitation. The 

model itself offers two different values for rain intensities ~ 1 mm/h and > 1 mm/h. These 

values may be modified as soon as further experimental values will be available. 

Thermal Iift, including a Iift-off criterion, is considered as a function of the release char

acteristics /7/. The possible effects of power plant buildings on the plume behaviour are 

modelled in a simple manner /30/. 

The final result of the atmospheric dispersion are distance-dependent, hourly time-inte

grated tritium concentrations in air near ground (1 m), in vegetation and on ground sur

face in a variable system of polar coordinates. 

2.2 Description of the Secondary Model 

This part of the report describes the enhancements required for the modelling of tritium 

dispersion: 

Uptake by, and evaporation from vegetation (via area source) 

Soil-atmosphere exchange processes (via area source) 

Transport from the soil surface into deeper soil layers 

Conversion of tritium into OBT 

Exchange processes by grazing animals 

Conversion of tritium gas into tritiated water within the atmosphere is not included in the 

program due to the fact that the conversion rate is very slow (half-time of some years) 

/24/. 

The first paragraph will discuss general aspects of area source modelling. The calcu

lations provide time-dependent and/or time-integrated tritium concentations in air, which 

are the basis for calculating inhalation doses. The tritium concentrations in air are cal

cu lated by the Gaussian algorithm (Equation 6). For this, the time-dependent source 

strength of the area sources influenced by the above-listed processes must be known 

(see a I so Fig.1 ). The following balance equations are obtained for tritiu m concentrations 

in soil and plants: 
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1) Balance equation of soil for HT and/or HTO, with direct conversion in the soil of HT into 

HTO indicated only by the deposition rate. 

Assuming that in a first approximation the exchange processes are determined by the 

total tritium volume in the top few centimeters of soil, and not by its vertical distribution, 

the diffusion term is reduced to a downward flux into deeper layers: 

in which 

Cs,HTO HTO concentration in soil (Index S for Soil) in Bq m-2 

D0 Diffusion coefficient in soil in m 2 s-1 

vd,HTO Deposition velocity of HTO in m s-1 

vd HT Deposition velocity of HT in m s-1 

' XHTO HTO concentration in ground Ievei air in Bq m-3 

XHT HT concentration in ground Ievei air in Bq m-3 

R8 Re-emission factor for soil in s-1 

U p Transfer factor for u ptake by p Ia nt root syste m in s-1 

F8 = Downward flux into deeper layers in Bq m-2s-1 

2) The plant compartment is described by Equation 3. Here, too, the distribution of HTO 

by diffusion processes within the plant is neglected. 

in which 

cP,HTO 

vdP,HTO 

XHTO 
Rp 

Up 

Vp 
Gp 

HTO concentration in the plant (Index P for Plant) in Bq m-2 

HTO Deposition velocity in m s-1 

HTO concentration in ground Ievei air in Bq m-3 

Re-emission factor for plants in s-1 

= Transfer factor for uptake by plant root system in s-1 

= Factor for conversion of HTO into OST in s-1 

= Transfer factor for uptake by grazing animals in s-1 

Further, all parameters are assumed to remain constant within each time interval (1 h). 

In general, all processes are described for a HT and/or HTO release. A special comrnent 

is made if a process is irrelevant for one of the two chemical forms of tritium. 

ln the dispersion calculation, the processes of re-emission are assumed to take place 

one hour after the primary dispersion of the radioactive plume (Fig.2). 
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This means that after a time interval of one hour the tritium concentrations in soil and 

plants calculated by the primary atmospheric dispersion modelwill be transferred to the 

secondary atmospheric dispersion model as input values. ln the secondary model, the 

concentrations of hour N, obtained with the primary model, are modified in hour N + 1 

by the above processes. This process is continued until the primary plume has left the 

area of investigation. After this, the secondary model alone goes on calculating with its 

area sources for the soil and plant compartments. The period up to the end of the calcu

lations has not been definitely fixed. lt should be chosen so that the resulting acute dose 

will not be influenced by any further change in the environmental tritium distribution. lts 

optimum duration will be determined by parameter studies (first results show a period 

of about 70- 100 hours). 

2.2.1 Modelling of Area Sources 

Like the two-dimensional depositions from the plume, also the secondary releases from 

soil and plants must be treated as area sources. The mathematical description of a plume 

according to a Gaussian algorithm which originates from an area source is based on a 

double integral: 

c = 

in which: 

c 
Qe(x) 

L 

(J 

u 

I+ ~ IX; [ (y - y')
2 

- L l 

J J 
exp - 2a/ 2a/· J 

Y'=-l_ x'=O---=---a--y-a=-z---____:=- dx' dy' 

2 

= Goncentration in air in Bq m-3 

= Effective source strength of the area source in Bq s-1 

= Width of the area source in m 

Length of the area source in m 

Effective dispersion height in m (with identical source heights 

assumed for soil and plant sources) 

Effective sigma parameters a = a (x - x') in m 

= Wind velocity at dispersion height in m s-1 

(4) 

Any numerical solution of this integral will require a'large amount of computing time. 

Attempts were therefore made already in the Fifties and Sixties to describe the problern 

as accurately as possible using simplified assumptions /26/. Three methods were found 

to be practicable: 
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1. Replacing the area source by a sufficient number of individual source points /22/. 

2. Replacing the area source by a single source point in the center of the area, with a 

given Initial widening of the plume /60/. 

3. lntroduction of the "Narrow Plume" hypothesis /11/. 

As to "1.", it must be noted that the substitution of a single area source by multiple point 

sources is hardly more efficient in terms of computing time. As shown in /22/, up to one 

hundred and more individual sources would be required for modelling a 500m x 500m 

area. This approach was therefore considered to be impracticable. 

Method "3." assumes that an area source can be approximated by line sources, and also 

that any given grid point is contaminated only by that part of the area source that is 

located in the wind direction of said grid point. This assumption may result in marked 

concentration jumps in grid points located near to the edges of an area source. Setter 

modelling of the edges, on the other hand, would reduce the win in computing time. 

Method "2." presents the least difficulties in programming. The source point in the center 

of the area source is assigned an Initial sigma ayO value, whose square is added to sig

ma ay. 

(5) 

The remaining calculational procedure is the same as for an individual source. 

The applicability of this method was tested by comparative calculations using methods 

"1." and "3." and the height- dependent Karlsruhe-Jülich parameter set. Each area source 

was approximated by 81 individual source points. The Initial sigma value ayO was 

defined as the width of the area source divided by 4.3, a factor resulting from the geom

etry of a Gaussian plume. At a distance of 2.15 x ayO from the plume axis in each lateral 

direction, the concentration has decreased to 1/10 of the concentration below the plume 

axis. This is the limiting criterion for a plume as commonly defined in the relevant Iiter

ature /60/. 

Fig.3 shows a satisfactory agreement of the two calculation methods at the edge of the 

area source. A difference of less than a factor of 2 at 3000m distance for neutral stratifi

cation can be observed. ln case of unstable or stable stratification, the discrepancy ofthe 

maximum concentrations below the plume axis hardly exceeds the factor of 2 also at the 

edge of the area source. 

lf possible, the area sources should be rectangular. However, the calculation matrix is a 
0 

polar r- cp coordinate system with an angular resolution of 5 (72 sectors) and a maxi-

mum number of 20 radii. The reetangular shape can be approximated by selecting 

appropriate radii and by incorporating 7 grid points each of two neighbouring radii. The 

source strength can be determined by arithmetic averaging of the 14 grid points (Fig.4). 
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lf the area of exposure is subdivided into 20 annular rings and 72 sectors, up to 240 area 

sources are obtained. Owing to the high requirements in terms of computing time and 

storage capacity, it is impossible to describe each area source by a time-dependent 

Gaussian trajectory model such as our primary atmospheric dispersion model. For this 

reason, a linear approximation of the dispersion process is attempted on the basis of the 

meteorological data of a single hour and the corresponding time-independent Gaussian 

formula, taking into account of the depletion effects offallout and washout: 

c = 

in which: 

Q 
2 

2CTyg 
(Fallout X fwashout 

X 

dx 
(Fallout = exp -Jf- ~ 

CTz(X) exp[ h: ] 
2az (x) 0 

fwashout = exp[- A ~ J 
x Distance from the source in m 

y Lateral distance from the plume axis in m 

H Effective source height in m 

u Wind velocity at dispersion height in m s-1 

a Sigma parameters according to Equation 5 

Q Initial source strength of the area source in Bq s-1 

A Washaut coefficient in s-1 

vd Deposition velocity in m s-1 

(6) 

Equation 6 is applied separately for the two compartments "soil" and "plants", using the 

respective specific parameters. The source strength is determined using Equations 2 

and 3. 

This method of determining the air concentration distribution of the re-emitted plumes 

using a reduced time dependence is applied in statistical Gaussian models, which cal

culate the mean exposure of an area for a given period of time by means of a four-par

ameter dispersion statistics of the wind velocity, wind direction, stability, and precipi

tation events. These four values, in varying combinations, determine the parameters for 

Equation 6. 
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The resulting plumes are calculated assuming linear dispersion and superposition. ln 

order to test the applicability of statistical models also for short-duration release events, 

a model ofthistype (ISOLA, /33/) was compared with the trajectory model MUSEMET in 

a comparative calculation. lt was found that the concentrations (air and soil) integrated 

over an annular ring are in good agreement both in the short-distance and the long-dis

tance range. Also the peaks indicated by MUSEMET are weil modelled by ISOLA (Fig. 5) 

The results of the tests induced the author to abandon the rigid time correlation which 

would otherwise have extended the computing time dramatically. Furtheron, the con

centrations resulting from earlier depositions on more distant grid pointswill result in an 

overestimate rather than an underestimate of the resulting radiological commitment. 

2.2.2 Plant/ Atmosphere Exchange Processes 

Like the soil, plants are another compartment that may act both as a source and a sink 

for atmospheric tritium. There are two elementsofaplant which may contain tritium, i.e. 

the organic matter and the plant water. The process of tritium incorporation into the 

organic matter will be described in a later section of this paper. lt is less important for the 

air concentration and for the inhalation pathway. Organically bound tritium is highly rel

evant only if the ingestion pathway is taken into account. 

The exchange reaction of the plant with the atmospheric HTO takes place via the water 

circulation in the leaves. This process of direct uptake is negligible in case of a pure HT 

atmosphere /53/. Another uptake pathway is via the plant root system. This pathway will 

be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.5. 

Direct exchange of HTO vapour with the plant water is important because in some cases 

plants may take up approximately the same amount of HTO per unit area as the soil, 

while the re-emission rate of plants is much higher than the re-emission rate of the soil. 

Plants are thus a very important factor contributing to the secondary contamination in the 

first few hours of dispersion. At a later stage, the source strength of the soil is much 

higher than the source strength of the vegetation. Typical half-lives for tritium release 

from Vegetation and soil without precipitation events are 

Soil: Several days 

Plants: Several hours 

The mechanism of the plant/atmosphere exchange can be compared to an electric circuit 

/41/. Ohm's law describes the mechanism 

e!ectric resistance = 
potential difference 

current 

In the plant/atmosphere system, this equation is modified as follows: 

(7) 
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concentration difference 
water vapour f/ux 

(8) 

The flux can be calculated if the concentration difference and the resistance are known. 

Therefore, the first task was to calculate the total resistance of the plants to exchange 

with water vapour, and thus with HTO. As shown in Equation 9, this resistance is the sum 

of the plant stomata resistance rsT and the atmospheric resistance of the plants r Av· 

in which: 

r G =Total resistance of the plant in s m-1 

rsT =Plant stomata resistance ins m-1 

r AV = Atmospheric resistance of the plantins m-1 

e(z) 

A.E 

Figure 6. Resistance analogies for water vapour circulation 

(9) 

ln analogy to the definitions and as shown in Fig.6, the difference of the water vapour 

pressure e(O)- e(z) is proportional to the atmospheric resistance for a given water vapour 

flux. The difference between the water vapour pressure in case of Saturation in the sto

mata and the water vapour pressure at the leaf surface ew(T(O)) - e(O) can be assumed 

to be proportional to the physiological resistance. After some conversion steps and cal

culations described in detail in /58/, the following resistance equations are obtained: 

e(O) e(z) 
AE 

(1 0) 

and 



in which: 

ew[T(O)] - e(O) 
).E 
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p Density of moist air in kg m-3 

cp Specific heat of air at constant pressure in J kg- 1 K-1 

y Psychrometer constant in J m-3 K-1 

e Water vapour pressure in N m-2 

ew Water vapour pressure on saturation in N m-2 

.A.E Flux of latent heat in N m-1 s-1 

( 11) 

For both resistances, a simple description using the model data is impossible. Both the 

plant resistance and the atmospheric resistance of the water vapour flux must be esti

mated by a suitable parametrization technique. Furthermore, the atmospheric resistance 

will be in general subdivided into two parts, an a~rodynamic resistance rav and a quasi 

laminar boundary layer resistance rbV. The aerodynamic resistance characterizes the 

transfer from the free atmosphere to the surroundings of the leaf, whereas the boundary 

layer resistance describes the resistance to mass transfer through the quasi laminar 

layer of air which is connected to the surface. 

The conversion from a singleplant to a plant population (fields, forests, etc.) can be done, 

in a first approximation (see /49/ and /54/), by using the equations 

ra rav 

rb rw 

rc 
1 = rsr L 

in which 

r c =Stomata resistance of plant canopy in s m-1 

r a = Aerodynamic resistance of a plant canopy in s m-1 

rb = Bounday layer resistance of a plant canopy ins m-1 

L = Leaf area index in m 2 m-2 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

Concerning the main parameters for estimating r c• the following interdependences are 

established: 

type of plant 

temperature 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 

water content in soil 
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Literature studies e.g. /43/ showed that the temperature dependence is comparatively 

low (in general less than a factor of 2). 

Up to now the influences of the PAR conditions to the opening of the stomata will be 

considered by dividing the day in a daylight and night period. At night, the plant stomata, 

in which over 90% of the water vapour exchange takes place, are usually closed, and 

exchange takes place only via the plant epidermis whose resistance is higher by at least 

a factor of 10 than the stomata resistance /49/. 

The influence of the soil water content on the diffusion resistance may be characterized 

by a step function /21/: if the water content in soil falls below a defined threshold, the 

diffusive resistance will increase rapidly to a second value which is nearly independent 

to a further decreasing water content. To consider this, the assumption was made in the 

model, that the stomata are closed (nighttime resistance values are employed) if the soil 

has lost all the water which is available for the plant. 

In order to accou nt for the different Vegetation patterns, the resistances of many types 

of plants were measured, compared, and averaged in order to obtain mean values for 

daytime and nighttime resistances ( daytime resistance = 4 s cm-1; nighttime resistance 
1 2 2 

= 60s cm- ). Further, a mean leaf surface index of 3m Im was determined for the veg-

etation period between mid-April and late October /43/. 8oth values can be modified for 

different sites and Vegetation patterns. ln their present form, they correspond more or 

less to a typical field and forest Iandscape of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

ln case of precipitation, it is assumed that the leaf resistance rc goes towards 0 and only 

the atmospheric resistance is relevant. At night, when the stomata are closed, the leaf 

resistance (now: epidermal resistance) remains constant also in case of rain. 

The aerodynamic resistance to water vapour transport can be modelled via the exchange 

fu nction of the momentu m transfer (r aM). In· a first approximation, the aerodynamic 

resistance of water vapour transport equals the aerodynamic resistance of momentum 

transfer/54/. 

( 15) 

An exact derivation of (r aM) is described in /58/. ln general, Equation 15 applies to the 

vertical turbulent momentum flux density r in the ground Ievei atmospheric boundary 

layer 

2 
T = p X Ux 

in which 

r Momentum flux density or friction in N m-2 

p Density in kg m-s 

u. Friction velocity in m s-1 

( 16) 
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in the same manner, Equation 15 implies that the transfer of momentum or water vapour 

from the atmosphere at height z (where the momentum flux density p x u(z) > 0) into a 

body of vegetation and in the direction of a plant element (where the flux goes towards 

zero) is described by 

u(z) 
T 

Combined with Equation 16, we obtain 

raM = 
u(z) 

2 
ux 

( 17) 

( 18) 

The logarithmic wind law used for calculating Ux must be modified for plant populations, 

i.e. the wind velocity goes towards zero not only at height Zo but already at height 

Zo + d, in which d stands for zero-displacement. The new zero point of the wind velocity 

is cornrnonly located in the upper part of the vegetation layer (Fig.7). According to mea

surernents of 1571, it is between 0.6 h and 0.8 h. 

d+Zo 
·=c.:-: ~-_:~ ~]-_-_-_-.. -u-=u_(_d_+Z-.-J=-0--~~ 

0 ufz' J 

Figure 7. Logarithmic wind law with zero displacement 

The bou ndary layer resistance is an 'excess' resistance which is introduced because the 

resistance to mass and energy transfer is different from that for momentum /58/. The 

resistance is a function of wind speed and surface properties and is commonly expressed 

as 

ln --( Zom) 
zov ( 19) 
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in which: 

Zom = Roughness length due to momentum transfer, commonly written as Zo 

Zov = Roughness length due to water vapour transfer 

The scalar roughness length for water vapour transfer is often expressed in terms of the 

Stanton number B /13/. 

ln(~) Zov 
(20) 

Experimental data reviewed in /9/ Iead to the assumption of a nearly constant value for 

k B-1• So rbv is evaluated as: 

(21) 

For both resistances the friction velocity had to be evaluated. To calculate u., one uses 

the known equations for neutral, stable, and unstable stratification /36/. 

neutral : u(z) = ux [ ln( z- d )] 
k Zo 

stab!e u(z) ux [ z- d z J T ln(~) + 4.7y 

unslabte u(z) ux [ ln( z-d )-2 ln(J__(1 +--1-)) 
k Zo 2 <DM 

1 + 2 atan( -D ) 
C M 

using the Dyer-Businger equations : 

stab!e : cDm = 1 + ßz 
L 

unslabte : cDm = 

L = Monin-Obuchov length , 

ß 

1 
4 

4.7 

In ( _1_ ( 1 + - 1 
- )) - .!!_ ] 

2 cD 2 2 
M 

y 15.0 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The Monin-Obuchov length is not available as an input value for the model and must be 

esti mated /36/. 

Wind velocities at height z are calculated with the help of u •. What is known is the wind 

Velocity measured by a meteorological station at a given height above the grau nd. Veg

etation is not considered. ln order to transfer this value to Vegetation heights of a few 
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meters, the first step was to determine the wind velocity at greater heights (here: 100m) 

using the power equation 

u(z) = u(Hr) x [ ~r J m (25) 

in which: 

m = Wind profile exponent 

Hr = Measuring height of wind Velocity at the meteorological station 

The wind velocity at the desired height above the vegetation is then calculated using the 

logarithmic wind velocity equations (22 to 24). Ux is determined by transforming Equations 

22 to 24. 

The following assumptions are contained in this approach: 

z0 = 0.1 H H = Height of vegetation in m 

d = 0.6 H d = Zero displacement for u(z = d) = 0, in m 

FLQH = 0.8 H FLQH = Emission height of area source in m 

The minimum emission height was assumed tobe 1m. 

These data are sufficient for determining the total resistance r 8 . The quantification of the 

total resistance (exchange resistance) enables to pursue the original goal, namely to 

ca!cu!ate the water vapour f!ux F. Forthis purpose, Equation 8 must be transformed into 

F = 

in which: 

X = Concentration of water vapour in the atmosphere in kg m-3 

Xi = Concentration of water vapour in the stomata cavities in kg m-3 

r G = Total resistance r a + rb + r c in s m-1 

F = Water vapour flux in kg m-2 s-1 

Equation 26 is solved with the following assumptions /2/: 

• 100% saturation of water vapour in the stomata cavities 

• more than 90% of the plant leaf water is available for exchange 

(26) 

• liquid diffusion of HTO in the plant is faster than gaseaus diffusion through the sto

mata 

• water transport away from the leaves is low 
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• equilibrium conditions prevail 

On these 5 assumptions, Equation 26 can be transformed into 

11 ~; = -)-- (X - ~ C) 

in which: 

fJ = Water content per u nit area of leaf g cm-2 

X = Goncentration of tritium in air in pBq m!-1 

C = Tritium concentration in tissue water in pBq g-1 

r = Total resistance in s cm-1 

t = Time ins 

p = Weight of water vapour in saturated air in g m!-1 

a = H/T isotope ratio in liquid and air, assumed tobe 1.1 

lf x. fl, p and r are constant, an analytical solution of Equation 27 is possible: 

C a ( -kt) = X-p 1-e 

in which 

k = 

and 

p 
Gflr [ s~c ] 

C 0 for t = 0 

-1 the time constant until equilibrium in s 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

From this equation, the contamination of the plant can be determined directly if the 

ground Ievei air concentration is known. 

Any lass of concentration from the plant is also determined by the time constant k: 

The resulting re-emission rate for plants is 

Rp = 

in which: 

C0 - oC0 ----x 100. 
Co 

Rp = Re-emission rate in % per unit time 

(30) 

(31) 

The initial assumption C = 0 fort = 0 does not apply to long-duration releases subdi

vided into one-hour intervals, although the additive behaviour of Equation 28 is clearly 

seen. 
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The net concentration increase in the plant at hour N, as shown in Fig.8, comprises the 

concentration win at hour N and the residual concentrations of hours 1 to N-1. The top

most curve is the concentration curve for an assumed constant air concentration over a 

period of 40 time intervals. This curve can also be obtained by adding up the 4 bottom 

curves, each of which corresponds to a constant HTO concentration in air over 10 time 

intervals followed by a tritium-free atmosphere. ln all cases, Equations 24 and 27 have 

been used. The identical shape of the top envelope shows that Equation 23 can be 

applied also in case of a given initial concentration. 
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Figure 8. Goncentration curves in plants, calculated by different methods 

Additionally to the exchange of tritium via a diffusive process, a loss of tritium out of the 

plant due to water dischargevia evaporation had to be considered. This is not performed 

explicitely in the program because it is assumed that this effect is partially included in the 

semi empirical Equation 28. lf events with a high evaporation demand are calculated, this 

assumption Ieads to an overestimation of the specific tritium concentration in the plant 

water. For safety assessments a conservative estimation seems to be more suitable as 

long as a division of both processes seems impossible to be realized with the exper

imental data, available up to now; therefore it was implanted in UFOTRI. 

The uptake of airborne HTO by plants is calculated in the program using the source 

depletion method. This necessitates the definition of a deposition velocity vdp· 

concentration in ground Ievei air 

concentration in plant 
(32) 
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The concentration in ground Ievei air is known, and the concentration in the plant can be 

determined by Equation 23, so it is possible to calculate vdP' 

UFOTRI considers two different plant species, namely nutriment plants and pasture 

grass. Because the plant specific parameters due to the exchange processes 

plantlenvironment are different, the model had to account for two different areas, one for 

the nutriment plants and one for the pasture grass. Due to missing land-use data, it is not 

possible in the model to realize presently a site specific relation of the two areas. So it 

is assumed that each grid point which is representative for a surrounding area contains 

pasture grass as weil as cultivation fields for nutriment plants. This implies, that the 

model has to calculate two different deposition veloeitles to the vegetation, two different 

re-emmission rates and two different soil/plant exchange pathways. The deposition 

velocity up to the distance of interest is the weighted mean of the two different deposition 

veloeitles for grass and nutriment plant. The contribution of each plant or area to the 

overall deposition and re-emission value depends an the relative size of both areas. 

Default values (but it can easily be changed by the user) are, that 20 % of the region is 

used for grazing of animals and on the other 80% foodstuffs are produced. ln the future 

it should be investigated if other land-use characteristics should be condensed in a third 

area type. ln the present approximation they are implicitely included in the nutriment 

plants, because the simplified modelling of all exchange processes makes a more 

detailed division unreasonable. Only the behaviour of-trees seems not be weil modelled. 

2.2.3 Soil/ Atmosphere Exchange Processes and Transport in Soil 

The tritium exchange processes soil/atmosphere and the transport of tritium in soil are 

highly complex and cannot be modelled in their full complexity at the present state of 

development. The following four points are particularly important: 

• Dependence of the HT deposition rate an the type of soil 

• Resuspension in the form of HTO 

• Transport and diffusion into deeper soil layers 

• Tritium uptake by the plant root system 

The HT deposition rate depends on the type of soil and on the soil moisture. Once 

deposited, HT is transformed into HTO very quickly as a result of microorganism activity. 

Only the transformed part of HT remains in the soil. The process of transformation is 

assumed to take place very rapidly. The depositionrate can therefore be determined only 

if the above parameters are known. For a large-area assessment, we still have too little 

knowledge of the soil type and surface structure and of the number of microorganisms, 

so that an integral value with a seasonal variation must be chosen for the deposition rate 
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( with a lower value for the winter season in order to take account of the smaller number 

of active microorganisms). The deposition rate of HTO is assumed to remain constant 

throughout the year. 

The re-emission processes can be modelled in different ways. Transport processes 

within the soil are relevant here. One possible approach couples the re-emission of HTO 

to the evaporation of water from soil /2/. 

ln another approximation an exchange rate is defined whose dependence on the condi

tions in soil and atmosphere had to be investigated in the future and is yet assumed in 

the models to be not noticeably variable /23/. 

ln order to understand the process of re-emission, one should start with describing the 

transport processes and transport compartments inside the soil. These determine the 

amount of tritium available for re-emission, owing to the fact that only the HTO in the top 

soil layer takes part in the re-emission process. Direct mass transfer via downward infil

tration or via upward capillary transport, as weil as diffusion in the soil are the deter

mining factors. Mass transfer via flow processes in the soil in any direction will super

pose the diffusion transfer process. lt is therefore of top priority to find out if, and at what 

rate, mass transfer of water (and thus of HTO) occurs in the soil. 

All soils consist in principle of two components, i.e: rock mass and air pores. The air 

pores may be further divided into micropores and macropores, depending on the pore 

size and the resulting different response to flow processes. Micropores have an equiv

alent diameter smaller than 2 mm. ln macropores, the adhesive or suction tension (41, 

also called suction- or matric head if the dimension of a length is selected), which equals 

the height of capillary rise and thus also the retention force, is negligible, i.e. transport 

processes in macropores are determined by gravity alone. 

Micropores are subdivided into four categories on the basis of pore size and suction 

tension /17/. 

equivalent diameter (mm) suction head (cm) 

fine pores < 0.0002 15000 

medium-sized pores 0.0002 - 0.01 15000- 300 

narrow large pores 0.01 - 0.05 300- 60 

wide large pores 0.05 - 2.0 60- 1 

Table 1. Classification of micropores 

Here we had to confirm that the use of the suction head only is a simplification of the 

physical processes. ln general, the driving forces in the soil and so the energy status of 
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soil waterare characterized by Gibb's free enthalpy commonly called the water potential 

41 soil' 

4J soi/ = 4J m + 4J s + 4J g + 4J p 

in which: 

l!Jm 

l!Js 

l!Jg 

l!Jp 

Matric potential 

Osmotic potential 

Gravitational potential 

Gas phase potential 

(33) 

Fig. 9 also presents a classification of macropores which illustrates the importance of 

evaporation and water uptake by the plants. Pores with an equivalent diameter smaller 

than 0.0002 mm contain water that is not available to the plant, i.e. water whose capillary 

binding is too strong for it to be taken up by the plant root system. This water is also 

unavailable for evaporation. The water of the medium-sized and !arge pores is available 

to the plants. The water of the medium-sized pores is mostly adhesion water with very 

slow vertical currents. The water of the !arge pores, on the other hand, may have higher 

infiltration rates which depend on the pore diameter (suction tension). 
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Figure 9. Soil water head for different types of soil /4/ 
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Mathematically, the one-dimensional equation for unsaturated vertical movement of 

water in plane terrain is obtained by applying Darcy's law to the continuity equation 

·' 
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Continuity equation 
oe oq 

---::::: 
ot oz 

(34) 

in which: 

e = Volumetrie soil maisture content in mm dm-1 

q Volume flow density of water in m3 s-1 m-2 

Darcy's /aw (35) 

in which: 

K = Hydraulic conductivity in cm s-1 

4J soil = Water potential in cm 

From this, and if the only changes in the system are due to interaction between the soil 

matrix and the water, we obtain : 

oe o [ ( o4J m )] - = - K(0) ---1 
ot oz oz 

in which: 

4J = matric head in cm m 

(36) 

This equation uses the simplified assumption that K(0) and 4J(0) are single-valued 

functions of the water content (no hysteresis) /32/. 

ln case of vegetation, another term must be added to Equation 31 in order to account for 

the water uptake by the plant root system (S(z,t)). 

oe o [ ( o4J m )] - = - K(0) ---1 - S(z,t) 
ot oz oz 

(37) 

This second-order nonlinear partial differential equation is solved numerically. Finite dif

ference methods areweil suited for this purpose. Analytical solutions are known only for 

a few initial and boundary value conditions. These analytical solutions are applicable for 

estimating the order of magnitude of individual parameters, e.g. transport rates and dif

fusion rates, owing to the fact that each process must be assumed to be constant. The 

process itself is dynamic, and marked variations may occur very rapidly /51/. 

To solve this transport equation for water and thus for tritium, the soil water potential 

curve for the different soil types, the initial water content of the soil, and the vegetation 

pattern of the region must be known. This is not the case with the available tritium mod

els. Camplex but rather accurate models ofthistype cannot be used here. 

Transport rates and soil maisture are estimated (daily averages) for selected soil layers 

using a simple model of soil maisture and vegetation as in /63/. Although the model is 

quite simple, !arge uncertainties in the selection of soil parameters (with different values 
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given by each author) decide only the order of magnitude of the specific water flux and 

of the soil maisture distribution. ln dry weather, the vertical motion vs ( Vs = :A , 
0 A = initial water content in soil) is low (several mm per day), while water from deeper 

layers may be transported to the top layers by capillary forces. ln case of rain, the 

transport rate is higher in the downward direction. These preliminary studies will be uti

lized in the re-emission section of the model. 

2.2.4 Re-emission 

The physical process of re-emission may be explained in a simplified manneras follows: 

The exchange between atmosphere and soil takes place in the boundary layer between 

the air-filled soil pores and the atmosphere. Empty only air containing soil pores are filled 

up with HTO by diffusion from the HTO-containing soil water. lf the specific concentration 

in the ground Ievei air is higher than the specific concentration in the atmospheric air, a 

net flux in atmospheric direction will take place; if not, there will be a net flux in soil 

direction. In the daytime, the diffusion process may be further enhanced by radiative 

processes, i.e. the re-emission rate will increase as a function of insolation. The model 

therefore divides the re-emission process into two components, i.e. re-emission caused 

by diffusion without insolation (nighttime), and re-emission from radiative effects, which 

is determined in the same way as the evaporation rate of water. 

The above considerations led to the following simple soil model: Only the water content 

in the top five centimeters of soil is taken into account. Measurements and model calcu

lations /25/ show that in a first approximation most of the HTO remains in the top soil 

layer initially. Assuming a given initial water content typical of temperate climates in 

central Europe (20%), the water content in the soil will increase in case of rain and will 

decrease as a result of evapotranspiration of plants and soil. Water transportwill occur 

only if the influx from precipitation exceeds the maximum water uptake capacity. 

The process of water lass from the top layer by evapotranspiration is divided up into two 

separate processes, i.e. evaporation from soil on the one hand and transpiration of plants 

on the other hand. The re-emission rate of HTO is assessed an the basis of the soil 

evaporation, and the plant transpiration determines the amount of water which must be 

transported from the root system to the plant in order to balance the lass of water. 

Tagether with the water, also a given amount of tritium is taken up by the plant root 

system. 

The potential evapotranspiration is calculated using Penman's empirical equation /45/, 

which combines the radiation balance with the wind effects 

(38) 
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in which: 

A Latent heat of evaporation in J kg-1 

E0 Potential evaporation in kg m-2 s-1 

Rno = Radiation balance in W m-2 

u Wind velocity in km per day 

es Actual saturation vapour pressure of air in N m-2 

ea Actual vapour pressure of air in N m-2 

o Gradient of the vapour pressure curve at ambient temperature in J m-3 K-1 

V Psychrometer constant in J m-3 K-1 

This equation neglects the heat flux in the soil. As e
8 

and ea are not available in each 

standard meteorological data set, the equation is reduced to 

(39) 

Equation 35 is often referred to as potential "equilibrium evapotranspiration" in the rele

vant scientific literature. lt marks a lower Iimit for evaporation from moist surfaces. 

The potential evaporation of soil is described in /47/ by a modification of this equation 

based on the shading effect of leaves on the soil. 

AEos = [ o J R e-0.398 L o + V no 
(40) 

in which: 

L leaf area i ndex 

The difference between Equation 35 and Equation 36 is the plant transpiration. 

The water lost by these processes must be replaced by the plant root system in the 

course of each day. A delay of three hours is assumed between maisture lass and 

maisture uptake by the roots /40/. The calculated potential evapotranspiration is an actual 

quantity only in case of sufficient water supply. This value may not be reached depending 

on the soil water content and the prevailing water potential. ln hydrological models, this 

is often accounted for by the root system uptake, which depends either on the soil water 

content in the root zone /20/ or on the suction tension /16/. Both values are not available 

in our mode·l. Concerning the modification of Equation 35 in order to account for the lower 

evapotranspiration, /9/ presents an approach which uses the water content in the 

top 5 cm of soil and the maximum water capacity of the soil as parameters 

( 41) 

in which: 

a Reduction factor 

a 1.26 
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b 10.56 

BODMX = Maximum water content in % 

BODWA= Actual water content in% 

From this, we obtain the actual evapotranspiration 

and the actual soil evaporation 

(42) 

(43) 

lf the actual soil water content is below the withering point of plants, the actual transpi

ration is assumed to be zero. Equation 38, strictly speaking, is valid only for a soil type 

with sparse vegetation or covered with short-rooted plants. Several authors also used 

Equation 37, and there was a general trend in the behaviour of a in dependence of the 

actual soil maisture content. 

The re-emission rate resulting from soil evapotranspiration is described as follows: 

REEM = Eas 
BODWA x (1 - ABFLR) x C1 X C2 x ZT 

in which: 

REEM = Re-emission rate in % per unit time 

Eas = Actual evaporation in kg m-2 s-1 

BODWA= Actual water content in the top soillayer in kg m-2 

ABFLR Downward flux into deeper layers in % 

ZT 

Constants 

Reduction of the initial re~emission rate in dependence 

of the time after the release (exponential decrease) 

(44) 

The constant C1 is chosen assuming a re-emission rate of 10% per hour for strong inso

lation and for a soil water content of 20%. The constant C2 reduces the re-emission rate 

to the half if an essential part of the released tritium is in the chemical form of HT. This 

is due to the fact that HT gas penetrates into deeper soil layers which causes a dimin

ished re-emission rate. 

The re-emission rate for conditions without insolation (nighttime) was determined by 

comparisons with field experiments /15/, /44/ and /8/. ln the model, a re-emision rate 

DIFF = 1% per hour is assumed, which decreases with the time after release (this is to 

account for the variation in the concentration difference between atmosphere and soil). 

This initial value of 1% applies only to an initial soil water content of 20%; it is modified 

for different soil water concentrations (specific HTO concentration in water). 
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Both re-emission values are added up for the daytime period. The resulting total emis

sion rate is 

REEMG = REEM + 0/FF x ZT (44) 

2.2.5 Uptake of HTO by the Plant Root System 

As described above, the uptal<e of HTO by the plant root systern depends on the actual 

transpiration of the plant. The tritiurn is assurned tobe concentrated in the top 5 cm soil 

layer. Only a very small fraction is assumed to be transported into deeper soil layers at 

a constant diffusion rate of 0.4% per hour. 

The roots of agricultural plants tal<e up water, and thus also HTO, from soil layers up to 

a depth of 30 crn. Earlier publications (e.g. /16/) stated that up to 20% of the water tal<en 

up by the plant comes from the top few centimeters of soil. For the rnodel, the conclusion 

is that 20% of the water tal<en up by the plant contains HTO in the specific concentration 

characteristic of the top 5 cm of soil. The remainder of the water (80%) tal<en up by the 

plant is assurned to have a specific HTO concentration characteristic of deeper soil lay

ers. The root distribution and uptal<e rates of water for each soil layer and vegetationtype 

are described in chapter 3 in more detail. But trees, for example, whose roots may go 

down severa I meters, are not accou nted for. 

2.2.6 Exchangeable and Non-Exchangeable Tritium 

Plants exposed to a tritiu rn atmosphere contain HTO not only in the plant water, but triti

u m atoms are also incorporated in the organic matter of the plant. This so-called OBT 

(Organically Bound Tritium) is classified into exchangeable and non-exchangeable OBT, 

depending on the stability of incorporation. Tritium atoms in compounds with oxygen, 

su lphur, or nitrogen can be separated easily. This so-called exchangeable OBT is in 

equilibrium with the free HTO in the plant water, i.e. the loss rates resulting from plant

atmosphere exchange are sirnilar to those of HTO. This Ieads to the conclusion that the 

exchangeable OBT need not be distinguished from free HTO in our model and can be 

treated in the sarne manner. 

Non-exchangeable OBT causes more modelling problerns. Here, the tritium atom is per

manently bound to a carbon atom by two different processes: On the one hand, stable 

incorporation of tritium into the organic matter may tal<e place via a process of photo

synthesis (in which water reduces carbon dioxide to carbohydrate); on the other hand, 

tritium may be incorporated into the organic matter of the plant via a reaction between 
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exchangeable organic hydrogen and free HTO molecules. According to /28/, the first

mentioned process is about three times more efficient than the second one. 

The OST incorporation and separation in plants and animals is described in more details 

tagether with the Ingestion pathway in chapter 3. ln general we can say that all transfer 

paths and transfer rates expressed there are transmitted to the dispersion submodu le 

by adapting them to hourly time steps. 

Measurements presented in /28/ and /38/ suggest a rate of OST uptake into the organic 

matter in the range of a few percent of the HTO concentration in the plant water. ln the 

model, the uptake rate (daily average) is assumed to be 0.06 % per hour of the actual 

HTO concentration in the plant. Furtheran the uptake rate will be divided into an 

increased daytime (photosynthesis) and a reduced nighttime value. A lass out of the 

organic tritium compartment is observed as weil. Assuming an exponential concentration 

decrease in the OST compartment, whose half-life ranges from 80 h /28/ to some 10 days 

/38/, a mean lass rate of 0.3 % per hour is decided in the model. 

2.2.7 Cow compartment 

All exchange processes cow/atmosphere, cow/plant and cow/soil, which are important 

for the ingestion pathways via milk, beef and dairy products, are considered, in the 

atmospheric part of UFOTRI. They will be described in detail in chapter 3. The transfer 

rates are in general the same for the ingestion module of UFOTRI, which were derived 

on the basis of a constant dayly rate, but now converted to an houriy value. 

The shortening of the time step allows to model some processes more accurately than 

in the compartment module. So the cows do not ingest their pasture grass continuously 

as assumed in the ingestion model but they are grazing only during the daytime. During 

the nighttime an uptake of tritium results only by the breathing of the animals. Furtheran 

the cows do not produce milk continuously but they are usually milked two times a day 

in the morning and in the evening. These modifications are important especially in the 

initial stage of an accident, because e.g. a delayed uptake of grass by the cows may 

result in a reduced collective dose of the population. This is relevant for an HTO release 

event in the night, because the tritium in the vegetation after the passage of the primary 

plume is partially re-emitted before the grazing of the cows may start. 
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3. Ingestion module for UFOTRI 

3.1 Overview 

The ingestian part af the tritium madel UFOTRI has the task ta assess the lang term 

dases afthe papulatian in the vicinity af a site up ta abaut 50 km, due ta the cansumptian 

af tritium cantaminated faadstuffs. Hereta the madel calculates the time integrated tritium 

cancentratians af vegetable, meat and milk praducts. The dase resulting from the uptake 

of drinking water is negligibly small with regard to the dillution processes of tritium in 

rivers, lakes and ground water, before it may be used for consumption. 

To consider all relevant companents of the foodchains and their link to the dispersion 

module, it was necessary to subdivide the whole complex into two parts, corresponding 

to the production of nutriment plants only and for production of milk praducts and meat, 

respectively. ln cantrast to the atmospheric part and because of the neglected exchange 

between the grid points, both subareas will be handled separately. The simplificatian 

that the whole area consists only of two different plant species has to be investigated in 

the future. The complicated exchange processes between plant soil and atmosphere and 

the great variability af plant species, do not allaw to cönsider them all in detail, especially 

with regard to the unacceptable computertime required by such a model. 

To describe the transport processes mathematically, the areas in the environment where 

tritium may appear will be divided into different compartments. A compartment is an 

idealized range of the environment in which specific material can be enriched or dilluted 

by exchange processes. ln the case of tritium, the exchange processes between the 

individual compartments are treated by first order differential equations which describe 

linear dependencies of tritium concentrations ar concentration differences. The system 

of differential equatians resulting from many compartments of the foodchain models 

cannat be solved analytically. According to this, the computer model COMA (Compart

ment Model _6nalysis) developed at NRPB (National Radiological Protedion Board), UK, 

was chasen to solve the problern nu merically /27 I . The basic system of campartments 

and transfer coefficients of COMA /50/ was transferred into the model UFOTRI. But it was 

necessary to extend some transferpaths between compartments and to modify the 

transfer coefficients with regard to new scientific knowledge. 

Normally, the transfer rates are averaged values valid for Ionger periods and calculated 

assuming equilibrium conditions. The estimated transfer coefficients will be applied in 

two different modes. ln the dispersion module of the UFOTRI with its time resolution of 

one hour, all transferpaths and transfer rates are taken over from the ingestion module 

but mast af the transfer rates are re-calculated within each time step. Afterwards, when 

the atmaspheric dispersion processes are no Ionger important the transfer rates are used 

in the faadstuff model COMA for calculating the actual and time integrated concentrations 
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oftritium in each compartment and each grid point for a preselected time interval, chosen 

by the user. Here the averaged transfer rates will be employed. 
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Figure 10. Diagram of the ingestion model of UFOTRI 
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3.2 Determination of the transfer rates 

The exchange processes considered between atmosphere and ground surface are dry 

deposition, rainfall, evapotranspiration, diffusion and mass transport of water in soil. To 

calculate the transfer rates the knowledge of different states of the compartment system 

must be available. lf the equilibrium between two compartments is known, we can chose 

the transfer rates in a way, that under constant external conditons equilibrium is reached. 

But without any information about experimental determined transfer rates, the equilib

rium induced method will produce transfer rates which are exact only relative to each 

other. 

ln general, equilibrium conditions means, that a compartment should not lose or take up 

any mass during the considered time period. Because the cow consumes pasture grass, 

and water moves down to soil layers which are not considered here in the program, the 

principle of mass conservation is damaged. Therefrom results a difference in the specific 

equilibrium state which is proportional to the mass lost in one of the two compartments. 

The differences will increase some percent (Tab. 6 in Appendix A). These relatively small 

errors seems to be tolerable in view of the Iack of information about some of the transfer 

processes and the misssing values of some transfer rates. 

The transfer rates are calculated on the basis of hydrogen inventory in and hydrogen 

exchange between the compartments. The following assumption are made. 

Hydrogen content in water :::::: 11% 

Hydrogen content in the organic parts of the plant :::::: 8% 

Hydrogen content in the organic parts of the cow :::::: 8% 

Hydrogen content in the organic parts of the milk :::::: 8% 

Furtheran it was necessary to define a mean mass content for each compartment. 

The transfer rates will not be presented in the order of their indices, but they are indi

cated when the exchange process or the equilibrium state of a system of compartments, 

interacting with each other, is described. This Ieads to a presentation of blocks within all 

relevant exchange processes are defined and transfer rates are quantified. ln Table 4 of 

Appendix A the transfer rates and their default values will be listed. 

The transfer rates have the dimension d-1; they are all derived for one square meter, but 

this normalization does not appear explicitly in the formulae. 
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3.3 First system 

3.3.1 The plant-soil-atmosphere subsystem 

ln the focus of the first subsystem, the water vapor cycle in the plant-soil-atmosphere 

interface layer is described. 

Atmosphere HTO 

' 

t 1.11 t11. 1 tL 14 t14, 

s 0 i l 11 t11, 14 

Plant t12,14 -
• ~ 

• 

s 0 i l 13 
t13, 14 HTO 

I 
'13,13 1 

Figure 11. Soil-plant-atmoshere subsystem 

The processes which play the dominant role are firstly the gaseaus exchange processes 

as evaporation from the soil, transpiration from the plants and dry deposition from the 

atmosphere, and secondly the mass flow processes as washeut from the atmosphere and 

mass transport in the soil to the roots and to deeper layers. 

The outflow from the deepest soil layer which is considered in the program (15- 30 cm) 

is an effective loss of mass out of the system. But the absolute value is small compared 

with the total mass content of the system. Nevertheless the equilibrium will be reached 

with a negligible error. 

Fixed values, which were determined by measurements, are the following transfer rates 

or equilibrium conditions: 

• transpiration of the plants 
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dry deposition of HT and HTO from the atmosphere 

lass of water into deeper soil layers 

equilibrium plant-atmosphere is 0.5 /1/ 

Free eligible: 

evaporation of the soil 

washaut of HTO from the atmosphere 

Transfer rate t1a.1a, loss from soil13 

t13,13 was taken over from the english COMA version, and measurements, published in 

/42/ . 

(45) 

The mass of hydrogen in the last soil compartment was assumed tobe 4.17 kg m-2 

Transfer rate t14,1! plant ::::> atmosphere 

The combination of measurements and calculations with the model from /2/ (assuming 

a mean diffusive resistance) Ieads to a half-time of lass oftritium from plants of about one 

hour during the daytime. During nighttime the exchange processes are strongly reduced, 

because the stomata are normally closed (see also chap. 2.2.2). So the half-time offlass 

is doubled in order to have a representative value for the whole 24 hours. 

ln 2 x 24 
2 x half time of lass (46) 

= 8.3 d-1 

The mass of water in the plant compartment was assumed to be 0.4 l<g m-2 which 

determine a hydrogen content of 0.044 kg m-2 • With respect to the model of Belot, the 

program calculates new lass rates from the HTO plant compartment if other values for the 

anorganic content in the plant compartrnent or different diffusive resistances are sug

gested. 

Transfer rate t1•14, atmosphere ::::> plant 

Obtained from a number of measurements as provided in /1/ the ratio of the specific 

activity of the plant water to the water vapour in the atmosphere for conditions where the 

soil is uncontarninated has been set to 0.5. Assuming an air humidity of 8 g m-3 the water 

content of a colurnn with a diarneter of one meter and a height of one kilometer (rnean 

height of the mixing layer during the vegetation period) is about 8 kg or 0.889 kg of 

hydrogen. 
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0.5 X [13,13 X pHTO 
t114 = 

' AHTO 

0.5 X 8.3 X 0.044 (47) 
= 0.889 

= 0.205 d-1 

in which 

PHro hydrogen content of plant water compartment in kg m-2 

AHro hydrogen content of the atmosphere water compartment in kg m-2 

Transfer rate t1.11, atmosphere => soil 

The most significant processes which determine the flux from the atmosphere to the soil 

are dry deposition and rainfalL 

Derived from many measurements, a mean deposition velocity of HTO of about 0.5 cm/s 

is assumed. Concerning as assumed before, a mean height of the mixing layer of 1000m, 

the mass flux from the atmosphere to the soil via the dry deposition process is 

Fdry 
vd . 

= 1000 X time X AHTO 

0.5 X 86400 X 0.889 (48) = 1000 

= 0.382 kg m - 2 d-1 

in which 

Fdry Mass flow concerning dry deposition processes 

vd dry deposition velocity of HTO in m s-1 

time one day in seconds 

AHro hydrogen content of the atmoshere water compartment in kg m-2 

With the assumption of a mean rainfall rate R of about 710 mm m-2 y-1 the mass flow of 

hydrogen for wet deposition is 

R 
365 X 9 

(49) 

= 0.216 kg m-2 d-1 

in which 

Fwet Mass flow of hydrogen concerning wet deposition processes 

R rainfall rate in kg per square meter and year 

365 number of days per year 

9 division factor for hydrogen in water 
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The sum of both fluxes is about 0.6 kg d-1, so t1,11 is calculated by 

t1 '11 
Fdry + Fwet 

= 
AHTO 

o·.6 (50) 
= ---

0.889 

= 0.68 d-1 

Transfer rate t11 .1, soil => atmosphere 

When equilibrium is reached the flux out of the soil to the atmoshere is defined as the 

difference between outgoing and incoming mass transports like evaporation from the soil 

surface and the gaseaus exchange with the atmosphere. 

Fdry + Fwet- t1313 X Mso1'/ - t114 X AHTO 
! 13 ' 

I 

= 0.6-0.034-0.183 (51) 

= 0.383 kg m-2 d-1 

The transferrate l11,1 will be defined with the assumption of a water content of about 12.5 

kg m-2 of the first soil layer to 

t11 '1 
Fsoil X 9 

= M, S0/11 

0.382 X 9 (52) 
= 12.5 

= 0.27 d-1 

in which 

Msoi/11 = Mass content of the first soil layer (0-5 cm) in kg m-2 

When the mass balance of the atmoshere for the equilibrium is listed 

M ., 
S0/11 

9 + t14,1 X pHTO- t1,14 X AHTO- l1,11 X AHTO 

= 0.365 + 0.383 - 0.6 - 0.183 (53) 

= - 0.034 kg d-1 

in which 

oMA = Mass ballance deficit of the atmoshere 

we find an effective lass of mass which corresponds to the lass of mass from the deepest 

soil layer. So the resulting equilibrium state between the specific concentrations in the 

plant-soil-atmosphere system never reaches 1 which was assumed for the calculations. 
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Transfer rate t1.1z lass from the atmosphere 

lf real transport processes are regarded, we find an effective change in the concentration 

of an atmospheric cube. The processes which play the dominant role are the loss of 

material by dry and wet deposition and transport out of the atmospheric cube and the 

enrichment due to advection and re-emission. To simulate the advection process in 

compartment models, often a mean transport velocity is used. 

But in UFOTRI another way was chosen. Calculations with the dispersion part of the 

model show that the advection process results in an effective loss of material out of the 

regarded region with values between 20% and 80 % of the resuspended tritium during 

one time step which has left an area within a 50 km radius around the source, assuming 

an instantaneous Gaussian transport equation. Furtheran the assumption was made that 

if the loss rate of the whole area is about 50 %, the loss rate of one part of the area, here 

an atmospheric compartment of one grid point, is 50 % per hour too. Based on these 

reflections and when neglecting effects due to the position of some grid points at the 

centre and also near the outer radius, a mean half-time of loss of about one hour was 

established. 

ln 2 x 24 
half time of loss (54) 

= 16.6 

3.3.2 The soil subsystems 

The processes which play the dominant roie in the soil compartment system are diffusion 

between the single layers, root uptake from each layer and mass flow to deeper soil 

strada and also out of the considered soil depth of 30 cm. lt was assu med that the flux 

of tritium from the soil compartment two and three in the direction of the surface, result

ing from the diffusion process, is equal to the loss of tritium from the third soil compart

ment to deeper soil layers. This statement includes the assumption, that the mass flow 

concerning all other forces which exists in the soil matrix (gravitation, adhesion, root 

uptake e.o.) neutralize each other in the equilibrium state. 

Furtheran the postulation was made, that the mean volumetric water content in each soil 

layer is 25 percent. With the thickness of each soil compartment we find: 

• water content of the first soil compartment (0- 5 cm) is Mso;,11 = 12.5 kg m-2 

• water content of the second soil compartment (5- 15 cm) is Mso;112 = 25.0 kg m-2 

• water content of the third soil compartment (15- 30 cm) is M.o;,13 = 37.5 kg m-2 

With the declarations announced before and the knowledge about the rate constant t13,13 

the transferrate t12,11 and t13,12 can be calculated. 
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t 11,14 

So i l 11 
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112,11 

112,14 

So i l 12 
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\13,14 

So i l 13 
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Figure 12. Soil 1 Subsystem 

Transfer rate t12.11, soi/12 => soi/11 

t12,11 = 
t.~ 1 ~ X M-01·, X 9 

10! .:> \) '13 

Msoi/12 X 9 

8.2 10-3 
X 37.5 (55) 

= 
25.0 

= 1.2 10-2 d-1 

and 

Transfer ra~e ft3,12z soil 13 => soil 12 

t13,12 = 
{1313 X Msoil X 9 , 13 

Msoi/13 X 9 

8.2 10-3 x37.5 (56) 
= 37.5 

= 8.2 1 o-3 d-1 

To define the rema1n1ng transfer rates for the three soil compartments an assumption 

about the distribution of the root system in the soil and coupled with this, the uptake of 

tritium by the plants had tobe done. Following some results of Iysimeter measurements, 
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model hypothesis from /32/ and reasonable assumptions, that the plantstake up most of 

the water near the surface, the distribution of root uptake was assumed as listed below: 

from soi/11 (0- 5 cm) uptake of 20 % 

from soi/12 (5- 15 cm) uptake of 40% 

from soi/13 (15- 30 cm) uptake of 40% 

of the water which flows in equilibrium to the plant. 

The transfer rates t11,14, l12,14 and t13, 14 are calculated in the following manner. 

t = 
total uptake of plant 

-,---,-------'---,-----:--,-------X 
hydrogen content of soil compartment 

Transfer rate t11.14, soi/11 ~ plant 

t 0.183 X 9 O 2 11,14 = 12.5 X . 

Transfer rate t12.14, soi/12 ~ plant 

t 0.183x9 
04 12,14 = 25.0 X . 

Transfer rate t13.14• soi/13 ~ plant 

t 0.183x9 
04 13,14 = 37.5 X • 

Transfer rate t11.12, soi/11 ~ soi/12 

distribution factor in % 
100 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

The transfer rate will be determined from equilibrium condition, that the inflow and out

flow of the soil compartment 12 counterbalance each other. 

M, M, M ., 
F I t1,11 X AHTO + t12,11 X 

S0/12 
-t1114X 

S0/11 
- t11 1 X 

S0/11 

= S0/11 9 , 9 , 9 

= 0.6 - 0.034 - 0.38 - 0.036 (61) 

= - 0.214 kg m-2 d-1 

in which 

MsoiJ11 Mass content of the first soil layer (0- 5 cm) 

Msoih 2 Mass content of the second soil layer (5- 15 cm) 

and 
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F ., x9 
t11, 12 

S0/11 
= M ., 

S0/11 

0.214 X 9 
= 12.5 

= 0.15 d-1 

Transfer rate t12.13, soi/12 => soi/13 

F ., 
S0/12 

in which 

Ms i/ Msoi/ 3 t 
0 11 + T1212 X 9 

1 
t - 11,12 X 9 - 12,11 X 

= 0.214 + 0.034- 0.034- 0.073 

= -0.141 kg m-2 d-1 

M ., 
S0/12 

9 - t12,14 X 

Msoi/13 Mass content of the third soil layer (15- 30 cm) 

and 

t12,13 = 

= 

Fsoi/ X 9 
12 

M ., 
S0/12 

0.141 X 9 
25.0 

= 0.05 d-1 

3.3.3 Vegetables 

(62) 

M ., 
S0/12 

9 
(63) 

(64) 

lf vegetables are considered (no grazing animals), the assumption was made, that the 

ratio of the specific tritium concentrations of the organic and inorganic compartments is 

1 in the equilibrium. Furtheran it is known from experiments that half-times of lass of tri

tium from the organic compartment lay in the range of about 10 days /39/. So the transfer 

rates l14.1s and t1s,14 are calculated as: 

Transfer rate t1s,14, plant OBT => plant HTO 

t1514 = , 
ln 2 
10 (65) 

With the assu mption that the mass content of the organic plant compartment is about 0.1 

l<g m-2 and the inorganic mass compartments weights about 0.4 kg m-2 we find : 
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Plant OBT 

t15, 14 t14, 15 

t 1, 14 
1 .... 

' Plant HTO I' 

/ 
' 

t1L 14 \2.14 ti3,14 / 

t 14,1 

Figure 13. Vegetables 

Transfer rate t1 4.15, plant HTO ::::> plant OBT 

t14,15 = 
t1514 x Moar x 9 

' 
MHTO X 13 

6.9 10-2 
X 100 X 9 (66) 

= 
13 X 400 

• ,., • 0-2 _,-1 
- 1.<:: I U 

in which 

MHro Mass content of the inorganic plant compartment 

Moar Mass content of the organic plant compartment 

3.4 Secemd system 

The transfer rates described in the following paragraphs refer to the second area in the 

foodchain model, where animal breeding and milk production is described (Fig. 14). lt is 

assumed in the model, that the cows are always grazing at the same place and additional 

fadder is not taken into account. The specific activity of the meat of the dairy cow is 

considered to be equal to that of a cattle, raised for beef production. lf the physical pro

cesses and the mathematical formalism for deriving a transfer rate are .similar to those 

in the former chapters, only a rather short description is given. The lass rate from the 

atmoshere out of the system is identical for both subsystems, so the transfer rate t1,1 is 

an overall rate constant, estimated in the previous chapter. Here it should be remem-
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bered again that the assignment of two different types of land-use to one grid point is a 

fictive assumption but necessary to calculate the doses when assuming consumption of 

foodstuffs produced only araund the site. 

3.4.1 Subsystem grass - soil - atmosphere 

ln the centre of the reflections in the last chapter an the transport between the soil- plant 

- atmosphere compartment system stands the equilibrium which controls the mutual 

fluxes and transfer rates. Regarding Fig. 14 and compared to the first subsystem 

described in chapter 3.3.1 three additional transferpaths have to be considered, namely 

respiration and secretion of the cow. 

Atmosphere HTO 

t 1.2 t 2. 1 t1. 5 t 5, 1 

So i l 1 
t 2. 5 

Grass 
ts. 1 

s 0 i l 2 t 3, 5 HTO 

t3. 4 t4. 3 

Figure 14. Soil-plant-atmosphere subsystem 2 

These additional fluxes were ignored calculating the equilibrium but are handled as a 

disturbance of the whole system. Especially the production of milk Ieads to a lass of 

material out of the system. The biggest problern is the parametrization of the grass 

uptake by cows. The consumption of plant material Ieads in the equilibrium to a less 

specific activity of tritium in the plants because the rate of lass is bigger than the rate of 

entry. This is due to the fact, that growing of plants is not considered in this version of the 

foodchain model. The difference when calculating the equilibrium is very small (Tab. 7 in 

Appendix A), which seems to be a justification of the simple assu mption of a constant 

plant and grass state, also if we Iook at all the other simplifications which come from the 

Iack of knowledge about some physical parameters, also necessary for the identification 

of the real transport processes. 
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The following assumptions are identical with these in the nutrient plant treating area of 

the model (chap. 3.3). The volumetric water content of all three soil layers is 25 %. This 

Ieads to a mass of water in the compartments of: 

• water content of the first soil compartment (0- 5 cm) is: Msoih = 12.5 kg m-2 

o water content of the second soil compartment (5- 15 cm) is: Mso112 = 25.0 kg m-2 

0 water content of the third soil compartment (15- 30 cm) is: Msoils = 37.5 kg m-2 

The amount of water in the atmosphere was set to 8 gm-3 too. The mean height of the 

mixing layer was assumed tobe 1000 m. 

Only the mass of the grass compartment differs from the mass of the plant compartment. 

This is not necessarily the fact when other nutrient plants are considered. But to show 

how the program will handle different plant yields, the mass of water in the grass com

partment was selected to be greater than in nutrient plants. Assuming a plant water 

content of 80 % and a wet weight between 0.5 and 1.5 kg m-2 (e.g. /52/) the anorganic 

compartment of the grass variates from 0.4- 1.2 kg m-2 • The mass of dry organic matter 

has then a value of 0.1 or 0.3 kg m-2• As a mean value for the anorganic rnass content 

0.6 kg m-2 was selected, which imply an organic mass content of 0.15 kg m-2• 

As mentioned above the transfer from the grass to the cow and from cow to the atmos

phere and soil surface is not considered when calculating the equilibrium of this sub

system. At first the differences in transfer rates dependent on the increase of the mass 

of the grass compartment have to be investigated. lt is known from experiments and 

calculations with the Equ. 28 that the half-time of loss foraplant community with a water 

content of about 0.4 kg m-2 and a mean diffusion resistance is about one hour during the 

daytime. When all other parameters except the water content are equal, the comparison 

of the two resu lts of Equ. 28 one with a mass of 0.4 kg m-2 and one with 0.6 kg m-2 Ieads 

to a half-time of loss of 1.0 and 1.5 hours, respectively. lf the mean diffusion resistance 

change from plant species to plant species the half-time of loss will also change, 

dependent on Equ. 30. So the program calcu lates the transfer rate out of the plant for 

fixed atmospheric conditions which are representative during the vegetation period, but 

with Variations in the mean daytime diffusion resistance and the mean water content. The 

difference in diffusion resistances during day and night cycle is taken into account by 

dividing the half-time of loss by a factor of two. 

Transfer rate ~.4 , loss from soil 

(67) 
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Transfer rate t5.1, grass :::> atmosphere 

As mentioned above, calculations with the model from /2/ with the variable input param

eters mass of water and diffusive resistance and the fixed values, describing average 

conditions during the daytime and vegetation period, Ieads to the following expression 

fs1 = 
' 

in which 

ln 2 x 12 
lt 

lt loss time in hours from Equ. 28 

Transfer rate t1.5, atmosphere :::> grass 

(68) 

lt was also assumed that the ratio of the specific activity of the plant water to the water 

vapour in the atmosphere for conditions where the soil is uncontaminated is about 0.5. 

With an air humidity of 8 g m-3 and a mean height of the mixing layer of about 1000 m, 

we find: 

0.5 X f44 X PHTO 
' 

0.5 X 5.4 X 0.0667 
= 

(69) 
0.889 

= 0.2 d-1 

in '<Vhich 

GHro hydrogen content of the grass water compartment in kg m-2 

AHro hydrogen content of the atmoshere water compartment in kg m-2 

Transfer rate t1.2 , atmosphere :::> soil 

The mean deposition velocity of HTO of about 0.5 cm/s and thus the mass flows from the 

atmosphere to the soil via the dry deposition process and via rain fall is assumed to be 

identical with these of the other area. The su m of both fluxes is about 0.6 kg d-1, so t1.2 

is calculated by: 

t1 2 
Fdry + Fwet 

-
AHTO ' 

0.6 (70) - 0.889 

- 0.68 d-1 

Transfer rate t2.1, soil :::> atmosphere 

When equilibrium is reached the flux to the atmoshere is defined as the difference 

between mass transports from and into the soil: 
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Fsoi/ 

= 0.6- 0.034- 0.183 (71) 

= 0.383 kg d-1 

The transferrate t2,1 will be calculated as: 

t2 1 
Fsoil X 9 = ' Msoi/1 

0.383 X 9 = 
(72) 

12.5 

= 0.27 d-1 

in which 

Mass content of the first soil layer (0-5 cm) 12.5 kg m-2 

3.4.2 The soil subsystem 

The transfer rates concerning the system of the three soil layers are determined referring 

to these of the first soil subsystem, described in chapter 3. 

'•·' 1,,. 

I 1,5 

So i l 1 

II, I II,! 

tl,! 

So i l 2 

1
1,4 1 4,1 

So i l 3 

1
4,4 

Figure 15. Second soil subsystem 
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Because the root zone of grass is less deep compared with the nutrient plant root sys

tem, the loss of the soil to the grass is limited to the first and secend stratum. Again the 

assumption was made, that the uptake of the root system is highest near to the surface. 

This Ieads to a flux out of the first layer, 5 cm thick, of 40 % and of the secend 10 cm thick 

layer of 60 %. With the mass of water in the soil system the transfer rates could be 

decided. 

Transfer rate t2.s. soi/2 ::::::> soi/1 

l4 4 X M soil X 9 , 3 

Msoi/2 X 9 

8.2 10-3 
X 37.5 (73) 

= 25.0 

= 1.2 10-2 d-1 

and 

Transfer rate f.t.3, soi/3 ::::::> soi/2 

t4 4 X M soi/ X 9 , 3 

Msoi/3 X 9 

8.2 10-3 
X 37.5 (74) 

= 37.5 

= 8.2 1 o-3 d-1 

With the assumptions made above about the root system, root uptake mechanism and 

equilibrium, the transfer rates t2,s and t3,5 are calculated in the following manner. 

t = total uptake of plant 
~----------~----~~----------x 
hydrogen content of soil compartment 

Transfer rate t2.s. soi/1 ::::::> grass 

t
2 5 

= 0.183 X 9 O 4 ' 12.5 X . 

- 5.2 10-2 d-1 

Transfer rate fa.s. soi/2 ::::::> grass 

t3s = 0.183x9 x06 
' 25.0 . 

- 3.9 10-2 d-1 

Transfer rate t2.3. soi/1 ::::::> soi/2 

distribution factor in % 
100 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

Like in soil system one, the transfer rate will be decided under equilibrium condition, 

which means that the in- and outflow of a soil compartment counterbalance each other. 
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M soi/2 M soi/1 M soi/1 
= t1,2 X AHTO + t3,2 X -9-- t2,5 X -9-- t2,1 X -9-

= 0.6 + 0.034- 0.073- 0.38 (78) 

= 0.181 kgd-1 

in which 

Fsoit1 Mass flow from the first soil layer (0- 5 cm) to the second one 

and 

= 

Fsoi/1 X 9 

Msoi/1 

0.181 X 9 
12.5 

= 0.13 d-1 

Transfer rate f:J,4, soi/2 ::::} soi/3 

Fsoi/2 

in which 

M soi/1 M soi/3 M soi/2 M soi/2 
= t2,3 X -9- + t4,3 X -9-- t3,2 X -9-- t3,5 X -9-

= 0.181 + 0.034-0.034-0.109 

= 0.072 kg d-1 

Fsoi/2 Mass flow from the second soil layer (5- 15 cm) to the third one 

and 

= 

Fsoi/2 X 9 

Msoi/2 

0.072 X 9 
25.0 

= 2.45 1 o-'-2 d-1 

3.5 Cow~plant subsystem 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

All relevant components of this second area of the foodchain model were investigated in 

correlation to each other. The starting-point of the determination of most of the transfer 

rates is again the state of equilibrium. Experimental results like the delay-time of tritium 

in the organic part of cows and plants and the disposition of the water supply of the dairy 

cows help to quantify the relevant fluxes. But it remains to be mentioned that the total 
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system is not in real equilibrium (grazing and milk production of cows). Nevertheless it 

was taken care as much as possible that the basic statement for equilibrium 

rate of entry = rate of lass remained valid. 

'I' 

t 1, 7 t 7,1 

t 7, 2 

t7,8 

Cow 
Cow HTO OBT 

t 8, 7 
/"> /"> /"> 

t 7, 9 t 5, 7 t b, 7 t 7, 11! 
t b, B 

t 8,18 

Milk Milk /_ 

HTO OBT L 

' 
t b,10 

Figure 16. Cow subsystem 

t 
b, 8 

t b, 7 

Grass OBT 
L_ 

t b, 10 

t b, 5 t 5, b 

t 5, 7 t 1, 5 
L 

Grass HTO 
' ' / 

t 2, 5 t 3, 5 t 5,1 

Figure 17. Plantsubsystem 
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Ta have a better clearness the remaining part of the foodchain model is separated into 

two figures which show the actual main contributors cow and plant (Fig. 16 and Fig. 17). 

Before starting with the calculations it was necessary to identify a determining or fixed 

transfer rate which is a basic point for defining the other variables. The delay time of 

water in the dairy cow seemed to be a good starting point. Experimental results which 

were referred in /61/, show a mean half-time of lass of water of about three and a half 

days. Similar values were also measured for young fattened cattle /5/. Here it should be 

remernbered again that the transfer rates of the dairy cow are treated as representative 

for the exchange processes of the cattle, which Ieads to the assumption that the specific 

tritium activity of meat is identical for both species of animals. 

All transfer processes are now calculated an the basis of an area of one square kilome

ter, which is represented by the same grid point used for the transfer calcu lations an the 

basis of one square meter. The following assumptions are made: 

• 250 cows graze an the area of 1 km 2 

• a cow weights 500 kg 

• 70 % of a cow's body consists of water ::::> 38.9 kg of hydrogen 

• 30 % of a cow's body consists of organic material ::::> 11.5 kg of hydrogen 

The total delay time of water in in the cow was converted in an overall rate constant of 

lass of: 

in which 

ln 2 
3.5 

= 0.2 d-1 

tc9 = overall rate constant of lass f~om the cow 

(82) 

This overall rate had to be distributed into single fluxes like breathing, milk production 

and secretion with reference to 150/. 

• 65 % to soil 

• 15 % to atmosphere 

• 20% to milk 

Similar values can be found in /46/ and /61/. 

Now two transferrateswill be calculated with the use of the overallrate constant and the 

distribution made above. 
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Transfer rate t7 .11 cow :::::> atmosphere 

t7,1 = tc9 X0.15 
(83) 

and Transfer rate t7,2, cow :::::> soi/1 

t7,2 = leg X 0.65 
(84) 

Sefore the third transfer cow => milk is ready for determination two additional fluxes into 

the anorganic part of the milk have to be investigated. 

Transfer rate ta.10, grass OBT :::::> milk OBT 

ln the original transfer matrix of COMA the flux of organic matter from the organic part 

of the cow to the organic milk compartment was not considered. lt was assumed that the 

organic bound tritium is reduced in the cow's water pool and will be then again synthe

tisized to OST for the milk production. The ratio of the specific activity of organic and 

anorganic milk components was set to 0.25. Sut experiments show that this conception 

of the physical process is not Ionger valid. 

When feeding cows with water, containing HTO, the specific activity in the anorganic 

parts of the milk was found tobehigher than in the organic parts /62/. This supported the 

simple assumption made before. Sut when feeding with hey containing OST the specific 

activity of the organic parts of the milk was now higher than the specific activity of the 

anorganic water compartment. The simple model with only one single way into the water 

pool cannot explain these results any more. So the modification of two additional transfer 

pathways was introduced to follow the experimental results in a better way. lt was not 

possible to quantify the process in an exact manner; but the assumed value for this 

transfer rate reproduces the tendency, shown in the experiments. 

t -3 -1 
610 = 1.710 d 

' 
(85) 

Transfer rate ta.1o, cow OBT :::::> milk HTO 

The second new transfer pathway cow OST- milk OST was handled in a comparable way. 

The experimental results mentioned above, that the anorganic part of the milk show 

higher specific activities than the organic part when feeding water containing HTO, sus

tain the assumption that synthetization of the organic matter of the milk is influenced by 

two reservoirs, the cow's water pool and the cow's anorganic compartment. The transfer 

rate was assumed to be about 12 % of the total hydrogen flux out of the organic part of 

the cow. With the total flux out of the cow under equilibrium conditions, explained in a 

subchapter later on, we find: 
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6 
= 49 X fc,OBT,t 

(86) 

in which 

le,osr,t = total lass rate from the cow's OBT compartment 

49 = total lass of bou nded hydrogen of 250 cows in kg km-2 

6 = fraction of bounded hydrogen of 250 cows which is transferred in 

the anorganic milk pool kg km-2 

Transfer rate t7,9, cow :::::} milk HTO 

To quantify the transfer rate t7,9 the proposed part of 20 % of the overall rate constant of 

lass from the cow's body had to be separated again in a transfer to the organic and 

anorganic part of the milk. With the assumptions made above it is now possible to 

determine the total transfer from the cow to the milk 

Fc,mi/k = Mc,HTO X Ne X lt,mi/k 

in which 

= 38.9 X 250 X 0.04 

= 389 kg km - 2 d-1 

Fe,mttk = total transfer of hydrogen from cow to milk 

Me,Hra = mass of hydrogen in the anorganic compartment of one cow 

Ne = number of cows per square kilometer 

lt,milk = total transfer rate to both milk compartments: leg x 0.2 = 0.04 d-1 

(87) 

After the determination of the overall transfer value, the partition into the both single 

fluxes concerning the HTO and OBT compartment of the milk is possible. But first the 

distribution of hydrogen in the milk has to be defined. The organical dry matter of milk 

was assumed to be 13 %. This is adequate to a hydrogen content of 10 g per litre milk. 

The anorganic portion of hydrogen is than about 97 g per litre. When su mmarizing all 

fluxes into both milk compartments it is possible to calculate the total milk production per 

cow. 

Pmilk = 

= 

Fe,milk + ls,1o X Me,OBT + t6,10 X Mg,OBT 

Ne x HTC 

389 + 6 + 20 
250 X 0.107 

= 15.5/ d-1 per cow 

in which 

Pmi/k 

Me,OBT 

Mg,OBT 

milk production per day and cow in litre 

mass of hydrogen in the organically cow compartment in kg km-2 

mass of hydrogen in the organically grass compartment in kg km-2 

(88) 
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To extract the anoranic part of the hydrogen flux from the organic part, the milk pro

duction rate was multiplied by the hydrogen content of one litre milk and the number of 

cows. 

in which 

= 15.5 X 250 X 0.097 

= 376 kg d-1 km - 2 

(89) 

Fm,a = flux from the water pool to the anorganic milk compartment in kg d-1 km-2 

Mm,Hro = mass of hydrogen in the anorganic compartment of milk 

After the determination of the flux from the water pool of the cows to the anorganic milk 

component, the transfer rate is now: 

t7,9 
Fm,a 

-
McHTO X Ne 

' 

376 (90) 
- 38.9 X 250 

- 3.9 10-2 d~1 

Transfer rate t7 .10, cow HTO :::> milk OBT 

There restabout 13 kg hydrogen which have to be transported out of the cow's water pool 

to the organic part of the milk, equilibrium assumed: 

13 

13 
38.9 X 250 

- 1.3 10-3 d-1 

Transfer rate ta.7 , cow OBT :::> cow HTO 

(91) 

Here the overall loss rate from the organic parts of the cow has to be estimated first. A 

mean value of a half-time of loss of about 40 days was assumed, which can be found in 

the Iiterature as a mean value from investigations about the tritium exchange of inner 

argans and the blood of cows was investigated (see e.g. /61/ and /46/). 

in which 

ln 2 
40 

lc,oar overall loss rate from the organic part of the cow 

(92) 
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This constant rate results in an overall mass flow, mentioned some paragraphs before, 

of 

in which 

Fc,OBT 

Mc,OBT 

= 250 X 1.710-2 
X 11.5 

= 49 kg km-2 d-1 

overall mass flow out of the organic part of the cow in kg km-2 d-1 

rnass or hydrogen of the organic part of the cow in kg 

(93) 

For the transfer pathway ts,1 remain a mass flow of 49 - ls,1o x Mc,oar x Ne = 43 kg km-2 d-1 

wh ich Ieads to a tra nsfer rate of: 

la 7 
43 = ' MeoBT X Ne 

' 

43 (94) = 11.5 X 250 

= 1.5 10-2 d-1 

Transfer rate t7,8 , cow HTO ::::> cow OBT 

lt was derived from a Iiterature review /61/, that the ratio at equilibrium between the 

specific activity of OBT in cow's tissue and the specific activity of HTO in the body water 

is 0.25. Hence it follows the equilibrium condition 

0.25 = l7,8 X Me,HTO 

ta,7 X M e,OBT 

and thus the transfer rate t7,s of: 

0.25 X 1.510-2 
X 11.5 

38.9 

Transfer rate ~.8 , grass OBT ::::> cow OBT 

(95) 

(96) 

After the determination of nearly all transfer rates (without fs,s) concerning the organic 

part of the cow's body, the desired one can be derived from the balance equation at 

equilibrium 

Ua,7 + la,1o)Me,OBT X Ne = Ne(t7aXMeHTO + t6,8 x Mg,oar) 
' ' 

t6,8 
43 + 6- 11 

= 11538 
(97) 

= 3.3 1 o-3 d-1 
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Transfer rate tu, atmosphere ::} cow HTO 

The tritium uptake via inhalation is determined by the breathing rate which was assumed 

to be 130 m3 per cow and day /50/. Skin absorption is taken into account by a multipli

cation factor of 1.5, which is a simple but common used method of approach for this 

process. With the other relevant conditions (mixing height and area) follows: 

130 X Ne X 1.5 
area x mixing height 

130 X 250 X 1.5 
::::::: (98) 

1.0 106 
X 1000 

::::::: 4.9 10-5 d-1 

Transfer rate ts.7 , grass ::} cow HTO 

When the transfer rate from the grass to the cow is treated in a very simple manner, the 

grazing rate of cattle determines the uptake of tritium by the cow. Thereby the uptake of 

drinking water or feeding with hey is neglegted. But when equilibrium conditions are 

expected, the intake of water has to be simu lated by an increased transfer from the grass 

water compartment. Toproof this, the specific activities of water, consumed by cows and 

water which is taken up when eating grass has to be compared. ln the model it is 

assumed that the ratio of the specific activity in the soil and the specific activity in plants 

is about 0.5, assuming no tritium in the atmosphere. Because there is tritium in the 

atmosphere too, the specific activity in the plants will exceed this ratio of 0.5 compared 

to the soil. During the period when the primary HTO plume and the re-emission proc

esses are dOminating the transport and thus the activity of tritium in the air, the model 

will overpredict the activity intake via plant water. Later on when the specific activity of 

the plant is more influenced by the specific activity of the soil, the model will underesti

mate the specific activity of a fountain water. When the cow is drinking water only coming 

from deeper ground water layers, the model always overestimates the intake of tritium. 

lf the intake via drinking water is a mixing about fountain and ground water, which might 

occur sometimes, the resulting activity concentrations in the cow could be rather good 

approximated. Nevertheless the error which may result is small, because most of the 

integrated activity has its origin from inhalation during plume passage, re-emission and 

consumption of grass without taken the water balance into account. 

When equilibrium is assumed the following balance equation may be established: 

L lass from the cow = L uptake by the cow (99) 
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Thus: 

(100) 
1261 + 291 + 388 + 6...:.. t1 ,7 x AHro = t5,7 x M g,HTO + (t6,7 + t6,s)M g,OBT 

1903 = fs,7 x M g,HTO + U6,7 + t6,s)M g,OBT 

Furtheran the right side has to be quantified by separating the single transfer rates. Her

eta the ratio of hydrogen in the anogranic and the organic part of the grass was calcu

lated as 5. 78. Now the overall mass flow can be divided into 

t M 56 .. 7788 X 1903 5,7 X g,HTO =: 

and 

The transferrate t5,7 will be calculated using Equ. 28. 

fs 7 
~:i~ X 1903 

= 
' Mg,HTO 

1615 
= 

6.67 104 

Transfer rate ls,1o grass OBT ::} cow HTO 

When applying Equ. 28 the transfer rate fs,7 is 

*X 1903 - t6,8 X Mg,oBT 

Mg,OBT 

Transfer rate t5,6 , grass HTO ::} grass OBT 

(1 01) 

(1 02) 

(1 03) 

(104) 

The derivation of the transfer rate between the organic and anorganic part of the grass 

is done in nearly the same way as explained in the nutriment plant subsystem. Equilib

rium conditions and a half-time of loss oftritium from the organic matter of about 10 days 

are assumed too. ln cantrast to the nutrient plants the outflow of the organic plant com

partment is separated into several transfer pathways, one to the milk, a second to the 

cow and a third to the plant HTO compartment (Fig. 16). As mentioned above in the 

beginning of this chapter, Tab. 7 demonstrate, that the differences in the specific activity 

concentrations of the organic and anorganic matter of grass are very small, when equi

librium conditions are assumed. The reason is, that the relatively big anorganic plant 
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compartment determines the reaction equilibrium, because not only the mass content is 

bigger but also the exchange fluxes exceed these of the organic part by more than one 

order of magnitude. 

With the half-time of loss oftritium out ofthe organic part ofthe grass as a starting-point, 

we find the following balance equation: 

f9,oar x M 9,oar = ls,6 X Mg,HTO 

in which 

fg,OBT 

fs,6 = 
6.9 10-2 

X 11538 
66667 

= overall loss rate from the organic part of grass: 

Trat:'sfer rate ~, 5 , grass OBT ::::> grass HTO 

ln 2 
10 

= 6.9 10-2 

(105) 

Basedon the overall loss rate from the organic part of the grass and under consideration 

of all other loss rates from the organic grass compartment, the following balance 

equation is established. 

= 6.910-2 
- (3.310-3 + 2.110-2 + 1.710-3

) 

= 4.3 1 o-2 d-1 

(1 05) 
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4. Dose calculation 

4.1 General remarks 

Tritium is a radioactive isotope with a half-life of 12.36 years, which emits ß-radiation with 

a mean energy of about 5.7 KeV. Due to this low energy, the range of the emitted electron 

in air and also in biological material is very small, which indicates that the external 

exposure from the plume or from ground surface has not to be taken into account. The 

absorption of ß-particles in the body material within about 0.9 pm Iimits the effect of a 

single tritium atom to its narrow surroundings. But the overall distribution of HTO in the 

whole body, independent from the kind of intake, and the fitting in cell material and DNA 

by replacing normal hydrogen increases considerably the risk of radiation induced cell 

damages. 

The value of the quality factor, which expresses the biological effectiveness, is still under 

discussion. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) /34/ has 

adopted the quality factor of 1 for tritium. But in 1986 a Joint Task Group of the ICRP and 

ICRU (International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements) has established 

a quality factor of 2 for tritium ß-rays based on the linear energy transfer in 1 pm diam

eter sphere of the ICRU tissue (muscel) /35/. 

When deriving the dose-conversion factor which converts the emitted energy per decay 

event to a biologically relevant dose, only the behaviour of water soluble HTO in the 

human body is taken into account. With the assumption of a mean half-time of lass of 

about 10 days and an integrationtime greater than 30 days the dose-conversion factor for 

adults /31/ is set to 1.7 10-11 Sv/Bq. lf we consider children and infants, the dose conver

sion factor is higher up to a factor of ten. Organically bound tritium with retention times 

from 21 days up to 580 days, dependent on the type of biological incorporation /19/ is not 

considered here. Neglecting to the OBT portion in the human diet Ieads to an underesti

mation of the dose. /14/ summarizes results from calculations and measurements indi

cating an additional amount of some 10 percent up to 400 percent of the dose resulting 

from HTO only. ln the present version of the model UFOTR I, the ingested OBT is treated 

like HTO, the resulting dose consequently is underestimated. But in the program both 

chemical fo(ms of the ingested tritium, OBT and HTO, are calculated separately for the 

plant-, cow- and milk- compartments and will be added up before the dose calculation 

starts. Whenever an individual dose-conversion factor for OBT will be derived, it is 

therefore possible to consider both doses separately in the model. 

The following formula describes how to calculate individual doses at each grid point. The 

collective dose is determined by multiplying these values with the number of people of 

the corresponding grid elements and summing up over all products. 
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4.2 Inhalation and skin absorption 

The incorporation of HTO by inhalation is calculated with an average breathing rate, 

averaged over the daily normal activities of an average individual of the corresponding 

population group and assuming that all tritium is resorbed in the body. The divergent 

behaviour of HT is described by a reduced dose conversion factor of about four orders 

of magnitude. Skin absorption is assessed by the simple but common used approxi

mation, that it is 50% as effective as incorporation by inhalation. The time-integrated air 

Goncentration near the ground surface is provided by the dispersion model. With the 

dose-conversion factor selected by the user, dependent on the integration time and age 

of the individual of interest and with a quality factor QF, it follows: 

DIH = BR X DF X Ca,t X QF X 1.5 

in which 

0/H 

BR 

DF 

Ca,t 

QF 

dose from inhalation and skin absorption in Sv 

breathing rate in m 3 s-1 

dose-conversion factor in SV /Bq 
. ' ' t t d . t L' • Bq s = nme-1n egra e a1r concen rauon 111 -----;r)3 

= Quality factor ( = 1) 

4.3 Ingestion dose 

(1 06) 

For estimating the individual intake, the assumption is made that all food consumed is 

produced locally. The foodproducts which have to be considered in the foodchain model 

are chosen according to their significance for the consumption habits of the population 

in the surrounding of the site. Most of the foodstuffs can be assigned to the three classes: 

e vegetable products 

• meat and meat products 

• milk and milk products 

From each of these 3 classes at present only one representative foodstuff can be con

sidered in the program, namely beef from a cattle, milk from a dairy cow, and one sort 

of green vegetable. Most of the other nutrient plants like potatoes, grain and root crops 

can not be simulated in a satisfactory manner. This is due to the fact that the plant spe

cies is modelled as a single compartment which is only subdivided into an organic and 

anorganic part. But for each of the species mentioned above, it seems to be necessary 

to divide the plant into three parts, one for the bulb below the surface, one for the body 

of the plant and one for the fruits. But at present it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 

find some reliable transfer rates between these fractions of a plant. So the model uses 
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as plant compartment only the body part, which is a rather good approximation for green 

vegetables and grass. 

The dose results by summing up the incorporated activity of the relevant foodstuffs: 

3 

DIN = QF X DF X .L>N X CN,r 
N=1 

in which 

DIN = dose from ingestion 

= consu mption rate in kg d-1 

= time-integrated specific concentration in the foodstuff in 
8~ d 

(107) 

However, the specific tritium concentration in root crops may be determined approxi

mately under the assumption of a common delay ti'me of HTO and OBT in the bulb and 

the above surface parts of the plant. lf the uptake of HTO from the plume is suppressed, 

most of the incorporated activity into the plant comes from the soil. Comparing the 

activity in the plants with and without direct atmospheric uptake, we find that in the first 

case the time integrated specific activity in the plants body is considerably higher than 

in the second case. The reduction quantifies the uptake of HTO in the bulbs by the plants 

roots only. lf only a HT release is considered, the difference between root crops and 

green vegetables may be small. 

For grain there is no simple way to determine the deviation of the model's hypothesis 

from the reality. But it seems to be obvious and there exist results for beans /48/, that the 

specific activity of HTO in the plant is much higher than in the fruits. Only the time inte

grated specific OBT activity in the fruits, which is the smaller part of the whole activity in 

the plant, may exceed the specific activity in the plant's body. 

Summarizing the reflections made above, the choice of green vegetables as represent

ative for all nutrient plants Ieads to a conservative assessment of the ingestion dose. ln 

the future it might be possible to calculate the reduction factor for root crops and grain, 

or, what would be a more favourable solution, to develop a more sophisticated 

description of the transfers through plants. 
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5. Applications 

5.1 lnfuence of the re-emission process on the resu/ting dose 

There is still a Iack of knowledge on the physical processes determining the behaviour 

of tritium in the environment. For example, the parameters influencing the re-emission 

of HTO from soil cannot be determined quantitatively with sufficient accuracy at the pre

sent state of knowledge. Further, the common assumption that direct uptake of atmos

pheric HT into the plant is negligible is not sufficiently founded as yet /3/. These few 

examples are to show that tritium models are a valuable help in determining the effects 

of certain parameters on the doses tobe expected. Theseparameter studies will help the 

experimenting scientists to determine those factors which require further investigation. 

Gaseaus HT is not absorbed as efficiently by the human body .as HTO and therefore has 

a lower radiological effect. The dose conversion factor of HTO is higher by more than 4 

orders of magnitude than the dose conversion factor of HT, but the resulting radiological 

commitments are not as different as one might expect, owing to the fact that HT is con

verted into HTO in the soil and then re-emitted. The re-emission process therefore is 

almost as important as the deposition process for a realistic modelling of the tritium 

transport in the environment and the resulting radiological commitment. 

Using the atrnospheric part of UFOTRI only, the influence of these key parameters will 

now be illustrated by the example of a HT release with and without re-emission after 

deposition. The calculations show that the collective dose resulting from a HT release 

will be lower by only one or two powers of ten than the collective dose resulting from a 

HTO release of the same source strength, assu ming that the exposed persans will remain 

at their place of residence. Although the first authors of scientific publications on the 

subject of tritium modelling (about a decade ago and earlier) were aware of the phe

nomenon of HTO re-emission, they took no account of it in their models. ln order to more 

or less compensate for this fact, their models assumed HT emission in the radiologically 

more i mportant form of ~TO. This, on the one hand, led to an undue overestimate of the 

dose in the region of the radioactive plume, whilst on the other hand the distance 

dependent distribution of the activity was not correctly modelled. The argument of a 

conservative estimate therefore applied only for the region below the plume and not for 

the ne ig hbouring regions. Present models, which are capable of describing the process 

of re-emission as weil, can make more realistic predictions of the radiological exposure 

to be expected in terms of concentration and regional distribution. 

ln the following example, only the case with and without re-emission will be investigated. 

A weather sequence of June 1982 was selected for this purpose, in which 10 Curie were 

released within a 1-hour period. Fig.18 shows the doses resulting from plume passage 

only and the doses resulting from plurne passage followed by re-emission. The trajectory 
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and the geometry of the plume are clearly represented by the isodose lines. Fig.19 is less 

easily interpretable. Here, the changing meteorological conditions during the 100- hour 

re-emission phase have caused tritium contamination of the whole area araund the 

source (calculations apply up to a distance of 32 km). 
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Figure 18. Dose commitment resulting from HT plume passage 
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Figure 19. Dose commitment resulting from HT plume passage + re-emission 

The peaks of the doses resulting from plume passage alone are significantly lower than 

the dose values resulting from plume passage followed by re-emission. The following 
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tables, which are to illustrate this, show the collective dose for the annular ring (area 

between two radii) for HT plume passage, HT plume passage plus re-emission, HTO 

plume passage, and HTO plume crossover plus re-emission. The comparison with a HTO 

release of the same order of magnitude clearly illustrates the difference in doses caused 

by the two chemical forms of tritium. 

area element dose from HT dose from HT düse from HTO dose from 

(distance in plume plume + re- plume HTO plume + 
m) emission re-emission 

65 0.00084 0.073 19.7 20.6 

100. 0.00095 0.082 22.1 23.7 

145 0.00102 0.240 23.7 26.9 

210 0.00082 0.260 18.9 22.6 

320 0.00071 0.270 16.4 20.3 

460 0.00086 0.360 19.6 24.3 

680 0.00095 0.450 21.7 28.1 

1000 0.00083 0.450 18.9 25.4 

1500 0.00116 0.680 26.2 36.1 

2100 0.00111 0.730 24.5 35.6 

3200 0.00122 0.920 27.3 40.4 

4600 0.00119 1.100 25.7 42.1 

6800 0.00111 1.270 24.5 42.3 

1000 0.00141 1.790 30.6 55.3 

15000 0.00182 2.430 39.5 72.2 

21000 0.00191 2.600 40.4 77.1 

32000 0.00255 3.930 54.1 111.4 

total dose 0.0205 17.70 455.3 706.2 

Table 2. Collective dose in mSv 

As the bottom line of Table 2 shows, re-emission results in an additional collective dose 

up to 32 km of about 18 mSv for HT release and 251 mSv for HTO release. The factor of 
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14 between the two values is consistent with the fact that the soil uptake of HTO is about 

14 times higher than the soil uptake of HT. 

This parameter study, and others not included in this report, will be completed in the 

further stages of model development. These investigations will also show inhowfar sim

plified assumptions are justifiable, and in what points more complex and consequently 

computing time consuming submodelswill be required. 

5.2 The Canada-Experiment 1987 

The canadian HT release experiment on June 1987/44/ was the last ofthree field studies 

of HT oxidation and dispersion in the environment, carried out in 1986 and 1987 in France 

and Canada. Because it isthebest documented experiment with the most complete data 

basis, it was selected to compare the measured tritium concentrations in air, soil and 

plant with the calculated concentrations of the tritium dispersion model UFOTRI. 

5.2.1 Site description and release details 

The release took place on the area ofthe Chalk River Nuc!ear Laboratories (CRNL) which 

are located about 300 kilometers in the north-east of Toronto. The site at Chalk River 

consists of a circular field of 100 meters radius and, connected with, in the southeast an 

area of sparse vegetation of about 200 meters length. The free area is surrounded by 

trees (Fig. 20). The central field was covered by grass, herbs, orange hawkweed, moss 

and large-toothead aspen saplings. The soil texture contains here always sandy loam 

with an organic part of two or three percent. Beyond 200 m up to 400 m the field was 

sparsely covered and the soil was now a course sandy type with a very low organic 

content of about 0.2 %. Corresponding to the soil texture, the water content ranged from 

11 % to 29% in the circular field and was with 1.6% very low at the 400 m sampling 

point near the coniferous forest. 

The meteorological parameters like wind speed, wind direction, temperature, net solar 

radiation and relative humidity, averaged over one hour, are available for nearly each 

hour from June 9 to June 26. The amount of precipitation was only available as the sum 

of a single rain event of several hours. 

For a more detailed description of the release- and sampling program see /44/. 
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5.2.2 Input parameters 

To have a glance at the choice of some input values for the model, key parameters are 

described below and are also listed in Table 2. Deposition veloeitles of HT in the open 

area ranged from 0.027 cm s-1 to 0.11 cm s-1• For the calculations, a value of 0.055 cm s-1 

was chosen, which represents the arithmetic mean between the mean deposition velocity 

an the vegetated area with 0.07 cm s-1 and the mean deposition velocity an the sparsely 

vegetated sandy soil area with 0.043 cm s-1. 

input parameter input value 

release rate 1.9 109 Bq s-1 

wind direction hourly averaged in degree 

wind speed hourly averaged in m s-1 

stability class hourly averaged in P.-G. notation 

net solar radiation hourly averaged in W m-2 

soil water content starting point 20%, new calculated for 

each hour 

anorganic plant water content 200 g 

organic plant matter 100g 

ieaf area index 
,.. m2 m-2 
" 

diffusion resistance during the day for a 4 s cm-1 

single leaf 

diffusion resistance during the night for a 60s cm-1 

single leaf 

re-emission rate of the soil du ring the day new calcu lated for each hour, except 

in% hours with rain events 

re-ernission rate of the soil during night starting point 1 % *), except hours with 

rain events 

re-emission rate of the soil during rain starting point 3 % *) 

note: 

*) decreasing with time 

Table 3. model input parameters 
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The deposition velocity on the soil of the re-emitted HTO was set to 0.5 cm s-1, a mean 

value reviewed in the literature. The mass content of the vegetation per square meter 

varied from 200 g to 400 g. The anorganic water content ranged from 100g to 300 g, which 

Ieads to an organic mass content of about 100 g. As mentioned above the volumetric 

water content of the top soil layers fluctuate of more than one order of magnitude inside 

the open area. Because the tritium content in vegetation was of great interest, the soil 

water content was adjusted to the vegetated parts and set on 20 %. 

The atmospheric stratification was assumed to be unstable, which means in the Pasq

uiii-Gifford notation, stability class B. The release height was 1 m above the ground and 

the duration was half an hour. The Instruments measuring the meteorological parameters 

were installed in a height of 2.75 m above the surface. To calculate the atmospheric dis

persion of the HT plume, a set of sigma-parameters experimentally determined by 

S.C.K./C.E.N., Moi/Belgium were selected as representative for smooth terrain with 

roughness lengths less than 1m (0.1 - 1.m), in other words for obstacle heights less than 

10m. 

5.2.3 Comparison of measured and calculated results 

ln the following the calculated HT soil- and air concentration in the plume centre line for 

plume passage and the time dependency of the calculated HTO concentration in air, soil 

and Vegetation for single sampling points were compared with measurements. The 

measured values did not belang to a single point but to an area araund that distance, 

some times 4 or 5 meters away from the indicated point. ln the pictures, the diagonal 

crosses represent the measured values while the drawing line shows the calculated 

concentrations. All sampling points, discussed here, lay on or near by the plume centre 

line. 

Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show the HT concentrations in the plume axis during the passage of 

the HT plume and the HT soil concentration, respectively. ln both plots it is remarkable, 

that in the first 100 meters the concentrations are rather underpredicted whereas in 400 

m the model overpredicts the measured values. One possibility to explain this might be 

the release time of half an hour, which is too short to produce an ideal Gaussian disper

sion distribution, predicted by Gaussian dispersion models. So higher peak concen

trations may occur because the so-called meandering effect of the plume does not smear 

out the plu me statistically over the whole terrain. Another reason may be the constant 

HT deposition velocity assumed in the model, which lay up to 200 m under and beyond 

200 m to 400 m over the measured one. 

The both following Figures 23 and 24 show the time dependent development of the HTO 

concentration in soil for the sampling points in about 50 m and 180m distance. lf we Iook 

at the point near to the source, during the whole period of 90 hours, the calculated con-
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centrations are always lower than the measurd ones, but the slope of the curve, that 

means the decrease with time was reproduced. ln the farther distances, the concen

trations in the first day are in a good agreement, but later on the model underpredicts the 

real concentrations which might be affected by an overprediction of re-emitted HTO. ln 

the sampling point of 50 m the displacement of the calculated curve depends on the 

deposited HT during plume passage, which was nearly three times higher than calculated 

by the model. 
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Figure 21. HT air concentrations during plume passage (* = measurements) 
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Figure 22. HT soil concentrations after plume passage (* = measurements) 
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Figure 23. Time dependent HTO soil concentration in 50 m distance (* = measurements) 
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Figure 24. Time dependent HTO soil concentration in 180m distance (* = measurements) 

The time behaviour of HTO air concentration in 50 m and 400 m distance is shown in Fig. 

25 and Fig. 26, respectively. ln the first 30 hours the measured concentrations in 50 m 

distance are significantly higher than the calculated values. But later on measurements 

and calculations agree quite weil. This discrepancy might be caused by the fact, that 

during the first 30 hours measurements in 40 cm up to 100 cm heights are shown in Fig

ure 25. lf we consider small distances from the source point (50 m), there exists a great 

vertical gradient in HTO concentrations re-emitted from the area nearby. Such a strong 

concentration gradient between the ground Ievei up to 2 m, which occurs especially in 

the evening and during the night, cannot be reproduced by an area source model with a 

justifiable effort. lf we Iook at the point in 400 m distance (Fig. 26), the measured and 

calculated concentrations agree very good during the whole observation time. And what 

support the assumptions made before is the fact that at 400 m distance measurements 

have been performed at 1 m height only. 

The comparison of calculated and measured specific HTO concentration in Vegetation 

water is presented in Fig. 27 for 40 m and Fig. 28 for 175 m. lt is obvious that the qual

itative time dependent development of the concentrations in tissue free water is reprod

uced rather good. But if we Iook at some single hours we find differences of about one 

order of magnitude between calculations and experiment. ln both cases, the increasing 

concentrations in the first ten hours are reproduced, in the nearest distance in a better 

way than in 180 m. But afterwards the calculations nearly tauch the measured values in 
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the second sampling point (Fig. 28). One of the reasons for the discrepancy between 

calculated and observed specific concentrations in the plant water might be as men

tioned above, the vertical HTO concentration gradient near the ground surface, which 

might be strongly marked in the nearest distances from the HT source. 

Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out, that, because of the simple modelling of e.g. the 

diffusion resistance for HTO transfer plant-atmosphere, the uncertainties in the root dis

tribution in soil and the weight of the plant considered for the measurements, as weil as 

the necessity to average most of the input parameters over the terrain, a more precise 

reproduction of the measurement values would rather be a result by chance than an 

indication of the quality of the model. The intention of the comparison was to proof, 

whether the model predicts qualitatively the time dependencies of the concentrations in 

air, soil and vegetation, that means the increase and decrease of the specific HTO con

centrations during a period of some days after an HT release. When using a more 

detailed modelling approache and by optimizing the input variables for some special 

sampling points, the results obtainable with UFOTRI my be considerable improved. 
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Figure 25. Time dependent HTO air concentrations in 50 m distance (* = measurements) 
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Figure 26. Time dependent HTO air concentrations in 400 m distance (* = measurements) 
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Figure 27. Time dependent HTO concentrations in vegetation water in 40 m distance (* = 
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Figure 28. Time dependent HTO concentrations in vegetation water in 180 m distance (* = 
measurements) 

5.3 ITER benchmark calculations 

ln the following sentences the results of the accident tritium release benchmark (ITER 

S + E Task (1) release of tritium /29/) will be explained. You can find a description of the 

problern in Table 8. Table 10- 13 and Figure 29- 65 contain the results for the two dif

ferent chemical forms of tritium (HT/HTO) as weil as for the two different atmospheric 

dispersion conditions (neutral and stable). 

To calculate the atmospheric dispersion of the plume, a set of sigma-parameters exper

imentally determined by S.C.K./C.E.N., Moi/Belgium (Tab. 9) were selected as repre

sentative for smooth terrain with roughness less than 1m (0.1 - 1.m). 

As described in chapter 3 the actual version of the tritium model considers two different 

plant species, on the one hand pasture grass as foodstuffs for the milk and beef produc

ing animals and on the other hand a free selectable plant type. ln the model the plant is 

described as a single compartment. So root crops like potatoes will not be modelled very 

accurate, because the concentration in the subterrainian parts of the plants are only 

influenced frorn the tritium concentration in the soil. Therefrom green vegetable was 

selected as representative for all foodstuffs. This may Iead to a slight overestimation of 

the resu lti ng dose. 
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ln addition to the values specified in the benchmark, two plant specific parameters, 

namely the stomata resistance and the leaf area index were used to calculate the tritium 

exchange plant/atmosphere (stomata resistance = 4 s/cm; leaf area index = 3 m2tm2). 

Under very stable atmospheric dispersion conditions, an additional aerodynamic resist

ance of nearly 10 s/cm was assumed. 

5.3.1 HTO Results for the downwind Distance of 1 km under the plume axis 

(Tab. 10,11 in Appendix B) 

As expected, the release events in a stable stratified atmosphere show in general higher 

doses than these of a neutral stratified atmoshere. lf there are stable dispersion condi

tions the atmospheric turbulence is reduced and the spread of the plume will be smaller 

than under neutral atmospheric conditions. 

The doses resulting from Inhalation and skin absorption for a comparable release event 

(same release height) are under stable conditions by a factor of 2- 4 higher than these 

under neutral conditions. These differences increase for the Ingestiondose up to a factor 

of 6. The reason why the difference increases is probably the Ionger remain period of the 

tritium in the plants under stable atmospheric conditions and the reduced dillution in the 

atmosphere during the dispersion process. 

Under both atmospheric stabilities the release event from a height of 10m shows the 

highest values for Inhalation and ingestion doses. The resulting doses from the 20m 

release event with building wake effects are higher than these ofthe same release height 

but without any influence of obstacles. Building wake effects spread the lateral and ver

tical dimensions of the plume near the release point but on the other hand and this will 

Iead to the higher doses in the near range, they decrease the release height. The lowest 

doses were calculated for the relase height of 60m, because the plume had first to spread 

before it can reach the grou nd and deposition starts. 

5.3.2 HTO Results for the far distance range 

(Fig. 29 - 37, 47 - 55 in Appendix B) 

For downwind distances greater than 30 km the relation of the resulting doses for the 

both different atmospheric stability conditions change. Now the release events under 

neutral conditions show higher doses for all release heights. But the absolute dose val

ues are by a factor of 102 - 103 lower than these in the near range of 1 km. The reason 

for the Inversion of the resulting doses is the amount of tritium deposited from the plume 
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which is higher under stable atmospheric conditions. Here the mixing Iid and the spread 

of the plume will be lower, so the air concentration will be higher and, coupled with, the 

depositionwill be also higher than under neutral conditons. 

5.3.3 · Results of the HT release in 1 OOOm downwind distance 

(Tab. 12,13 in Appendix B) 

lf we Iook about the HT release all events from 10m up to 60m release height with stable 

conditions show higher results than comparable releases with neutral atmospheric sta

bility. The lifetime doses under stable conditions are by a factor of 13 higher than under 

neutral dispersion conditions. The increase of this difference in comparison with the HTO 

releases, is probably due to the fact that the re-emission process of the converted HTO 

plays the dominant role for an HT release. The calculated dose values are by a factor of 

50- 100 less than from a comparable HTO release. 

5.3.4 Results of the HT release for the far distance range 

(Fig. 38 - 46, 56 - 64 in Appendix B) 

The values obtained in the far distance range are not comparable with the HTO results. 

For HT, all release events with stable atmospheric dispersion conditions exceed those 

with neutral atmospheric stabilities. The amount of the resulting doses are in the far 

range only one or two power of ten less than for 1 km. So the reduction of the dose values 

against the HTO releases is much smaller. This is due to the fact, that the high deposition 

velocity of HTO Ieads with growing distance to a rapid reduction of the activity concen

tration in air and therefore to low dose values at far distances. The doses calculated for 

HT releases under stable atmospheric dispersion conditions are now in the same order 

of magnitude than for the comparable HTO releases, but under neutral stratification the 

resulting doses are significantly lower. 
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Appendix A. 
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transfer rate from to value in d-1 

t1,1 atmosphere outside 16.6 

t1,11 atmosphere soil 0.68 

t1,14 atmosphere plant HTO 0.205 

t11,1 soi/11 
,, ~·· 

atmosphere 0.27 

(11,12 soi/11 soi/12 0.15 

t11,14 soi/11 plant HTO 2.6 10-2 

{12,11 soi/12 soi/11 1.2 10-2 

t12,13 soi/12 soi/13 5.0 10-2 

{12,14 soi/12 plant HTO 2.6 10-2 

t13,12 soi/13 soi/12 8.2 10-3 

t13,13 soi/13 grau nd water 8.2 10-3 

(13,14 soi/13 plant HTO 1. 7 1 Q-2 

t14,1 plant HTO atmosphere ' '8.3 

t14,15 plant HTO plantOBT 1.2 10-2 

t15,14 plantOBT plant HTO 6.9 1 Q-2 

Table 4. Transfer rates of the first COMA subsystem 
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transfer rate from to value in d-1 

t1,1 atmosphere outside 16.6 

t1,2 atmosphere soi/1 0.68 

t1,5 atmosphere grass HTO 0.2 

t1,7 atmosphere cow HTO 4.9 10-5 

t2,1 soi/1 atmosphere 0.27 

t2,3 soi/1 soi/2 0.13 

t2,5 soi/1 grass HTO 5.2 10-2 

t3,2 soi/2 soi/1 1.2 10-2 

t3,4 soi/2 soi/3 2.45 10-2 

t3,5 soi/2 grass HTO 3.9 10-2 

t4,3 soi/3 soi/2 8.2 10-3 

t4,4 soi/3 outside 8.2 10-3 

t5,1 grass HTO atmosphere 5.4 

t5,6 grass HTO grass OBT 1.2 10-2 

t5,7 grass HTO cow HTO 2.4 10-2 

fs,5 grass OBT grass HTO 4.3 10-2 

fs,7 grass OBT cow HTO 2.1 10-2 

fs,a grass OBT cow OBT 3.3 10-3 

ts,1o grass OBT milk OBT 1. 7 10-3 

t7,1 cow HTO atmosphere 3.0 10-2 

t7,2 cow HTO soi/1 0.13 

t7 8 cow HTO cow OBT 1.1 10-3 

t7,9 cow HTO milk HTO 3.9 10-2 

t?:.o cow HTO milk OBT 1.3 10-3 

ta,7 cow OBT cow HTO 1.5 10-2 

fs,1o cow OBT milk HTO 2.1 10-3 

Table 5. Transfer rates of the second COMA subsystem 
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Appendix B. 
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1. Emission 

Release quantity 

Chemical forms 

Release height 

Duration of release 

2. Meteorology 

Atmospheric stability class (Pasquill) 

Wind speed at 60 m height 

Mixing Iid 

Air temperature 

No rain 

No plume rise 

Height dependence of wind speed 

100g 

HT/HTO 

0, 20 and 60 m 

2 min 

D 

5 m/s 

560 m 

10 c 

F 

3 m/s 

200 m 

10 c 

U = Uo (h/ho)• 

(Uo wind speed at reference height h0; values of a: 0.34 for Pasquill D 

and 0.44 for Pasquill F) 

3. Building wake effects 

4. 

No building wake for 0, 20, 60 m release height. 

Building wake for 20m release height, 

Building dimensions: 100m (width), 70 m (height). 

Code coefficients 

Dry deposition velocity HTO 

Dry deposition velocity HT 

Diffusion coefficient in the soil HTO 

Diffusion coefficient in the soil HTO 

Re-emission rate of HTO from soil 

Oxidation rate in air 

Breathing rate 

Quality factor 

Dose c·:mversion factor 

7-day dose commitment (inhalation) 

50-a dose commitment (inhalation 

and ingestion) 

Table 8. Parameter set of the benchmark calculations 

1.8 cm/s 

0.05 cm/s 

2.0 10-5 cm 2 s-1 

5.0 10-2 cm 2 s-1 

5 %/h 

0.5 %/d 

2.66 E-4 m 3 s-1 

6.3 E-12 Sv/Bq 

1.7 E-11 Sv/Bq 



5. Soil and vegetation 

Type 
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Pore volume (contains 40 % water and 60 % air) 

Averagetranspiration rate of vegetation 

Vegetation density 

6. Site and population specification 

Population density 

Exclusion radius 

Outer radius 

7. Human diet 

Food stuff 

Milk 

Beef 

Lamb 

Other vegetables 

Legurnes 

Roots 

Grain 

Water 

Fish 

sandy loam 

50% 

1 kg H20 per kg 

of dry matter per day 

1 kg dry matter per m2 

50 people/km 2 

1 km 

80 km 

Ingestion rate 

fresh weight (kg/s) 

3.5 E-6 
2.3 E-6 

2.0 E-7 
9.0 E-7 
9.0 E-7 

2.0 E-6 
2.0 E-6 
1.7 E-5 

3.5 E-7 

Table 8. cont. Parameter set of the benchmark calculations 
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Stability Cate- Diffusion Coefficients 

gory 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

Table 9. 

py qy Pz qz 

0.946 0.796 1.321 0.711 

0.826 0.796 0.950 0.711 

0.586 0.796 0.700 0.711 

0.418 0.796 0.520 0.711 

0.297 0.796 0.382 0.711 

0.235 0.796 0.311 0.711 

Diffusion coefficients of the S.C.N./C.E.N Moi,Belgium as a function of stability 

classes 



release height early dose early dose ehronie early dose from ehronie dose 

(inhalation and (inhalation and dose(inhalation ingestion (Sv) from ingestion 

skin absorp- skin absorp- and skin (Sv) 

tion) from tion) from pl. absorption) 

plume passage pas. + re-em- from pl. pas. + 
(Sv) ission (Sv) re-emission 

(Sv) 

10m 1.2 E-3 2.3 E-3 6.2 E-3 6.5 E-3 4.1 E-2 

20m 9.7 E-4 1.7 E-3 4.7 E-3 5.0 E-3 3.2 E-2 

60 m 5.4 E-4 7.6 E-4 2.1 E-'3 2.3 E-3 1.4 E-2 

20m wtth 

building wake 1.1 E-3 2.0 E-3 5.4 E-3 5.7 E-3 3.6 E-2 

effeets 

Table 10. Plume centerline dosein 1000 m distance for a HTO release of 100g and dispersion category D 

sum of early 

doses (Sv) 

8.8 E-3 

6.7 E-3 

3.1 E-3 

7.7 E-3 

sum of ehrenie 

doses (Sv) 

4.7 E-2 

3.7 E-2 

1.6 E-2 

4.1 E-2 

' 

()) 
Ü1 



release height early dese early dese ehrenie early dese frem ehrenie dese 

(inhalatien and (inhalatien and dese(inhalatien ingestien (Sv) frem ingestien 

skin abserp- skin abserp- and skin (Sv) 

tien) frem tien) frem pl. abserptien) 

plume passage pas. + re-em- frem pl. pas. + 
(Sv) issien (Sv) re-emissien 

(Sv) 

10m 5.5 E-3 1.1 E-2 3.0 E-2 1.6 E-2 2.8 E-1 

20m 4.5 E-3 7.5 E-3 2.0 E-2 1.2 E-2 1.9 E-1 

60 m 1.4 E-3 1.8 E-3 4.9 E-3 2.9 E-3 4.6 E-2 

20m with 

building wake 4.8 E-3 8.6 E-3 2.3 E-2 1.3 E-2 2.2 E-1 

effeets 

Table 11. Plume centerline dosein 1000 m distance for a HTO release of 100g and dispersnon category F 

sum ef early 

deses (Sv) 

2.7 E-2 

2.0 E-2 

4.7 E-3 

2.2 E-2 

sum ef ehrenie 

deses (Sv) 

3.1 E-1 

2.1 E-1 

5.1 E-2 

2.4 E-1 

CO 
()') 



release height early dese early dese ehrenie early dese frem ehrenie dese 

(inhalatien and (inhalatien and dese(inhalatien ingestien (Sv) frem ingestien 

skin absorp- skin_ abserp- and skin (Sv) 

tion) frem tion) frem pl. abserptien) 

plume passage pas. + re-em- frem pl. pas. + 
(Sv) issien (Sv) re-·emission 

(Sv) 

10m 5.6 E-8 2.6 E-5 7.0 E-5 6.7 E-5 5.5 E-4 

20m 4.3 E-8 1.7 E-5 4.6 E-5 4.5 E-5 3.8 E-4 

60 m 2.2 E-8 4.7 E-6 1.2 E-5 1.5 E-5 1.3 E-4 

20m with 

building wake 5.0 E-8 2.0 E-5 5.4 E-5 5.2 E-5 4.4 E-4 

effeets 

Table 12. Plume centerline dosein 1000 m distance for a HT release of 100g and dispersion category D 

sum of early 

deses (Sv) 

9.3 E-5 

6.2 E-5 

2.0 E-5 

7.2 E-5 

sum ef ehrenie 

deses (Sv) 

6.2 E-4 

4.3 E-4 

1.4 E-4 

4.9 E-4 

CD 
-..J 



release height early dese early dese ehrenie early dese frem ehrenie dese 

(inhalatien and (inhalatien and des<e(inhalatien ingestien (Sv) frem ingestien 

ski n abserp- skin abserp- and skin (Sv) 

tien) frem tien) frem pl. abserptien) 

plu me passage pas. + re-em- frem pl. pas. + 
(Sv) issien (Sv) re-emissien 

(Sv) 

10m 3.1 E-7 1.8 E-4 4.9 E-4 3.6 E-4 7.8 E-3 

20m 2.1 E-7 8.9 E-5 2.4 E-4 2.2 E-4 4.6 E-3 

60 m 5.9 E-8 9.3 E-6 2.5 E-5 3.7 E-5 8.9 E-4 

20m with 

building wake 2.3 E-7 1.2 E-4 3.2 E-4 2.4 E-4 5.5 E-3 

effeets 

Table 13. Piume centerline dosein 1000 m distance for a HT release of 100g and dispersion category F 

sum ef early 

deses (Sv) 

5.4 E-4 

3.1 E-4 

3.8 E-5 

3.6 E-4 

sum ef ehrenie 

deses (Sv) 

8.3 E-3 

4.8 E-3 

9.2 E-4 

5.8 E-3 

CO 
CO 
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Figure 29. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline air concentration near ground 
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TRITIUM-RELEASE ~F 100 G AS HTO 
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Figure 30. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline ground concentration 
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Figure 31. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation 

and skin absorption from plume passage only 
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TRITIUM-RELEASE OF 100 G AS HTO 
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Figure 32. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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TRITIUM-RELEASE OF 100 G AS HTO 
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Figure 33. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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TRITIUM-RELEASE ~F 100 G HTCJ 
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Figure 34. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the inges

tion pathway 
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TRITIUM-RELEASE OF 100 G AS HTO 
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Figure 35. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to the inges

tion pathway 
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Figure 36. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the sum of ingesu 

tion pathway inhalation and skin absorption 
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Figure 39. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline ground concentration 
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Figure 40. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation 
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Figure 41. Stable atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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Figure 42. Stable atm. conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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Figure 43. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the inges

tion pathway 
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Figure 46. Stable atm. conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to the sum of inges

tion pathway inhalation and skin absorption 
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Figure 48. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline ground concentration 
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Figure 49. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation 

and skin absorption from plume passage only 
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Figure 50. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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Figure 51. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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tion pathway 
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Figure 53. Neutral atmospheric conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to the inges

tion pathway 
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Figure 54. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the sum of inges

tion pathway inhalation and skin absorption 
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Figure 55. Neutral atm. conditions: plume centerline chronic dose due to the sum of inges· 

tion pathway inhalation and skin absorption 
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Figure 57. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline ground concentration 
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Figure 58. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation 

and skin absorption from plume passage only 
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Figure 59. Stable atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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Figure 60. Stable atm. conditions: plllme centerline chronic dose due to inhalation and skin 

absorption from plume and with reemission 
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Figure 61. Stable atmospheric conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the inges

tion pathway 
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tion pathway 
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Figure 63. Stable atm. conditions: plume centerline prompt dose due to the sum of ingestion 

pathway inhalation and skin absorption 
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